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Abstract
Exploring the Value of Fitness through Playful Prototyping and Field Work
The aim of this thesis is to explore astronauts’ health challenges with respect to physical and mental fitness during
long space missions; thereby uncover design opportunities from a social interaction design view. Facilitating
communication between humans through products is
necessary as astronauts are isolated from Earth, hence
the importance of considering social interaction. Furthermore, through prototyping and participation of gym
members; the study focuses on astronauts’ dexterity from
a social interaction angle; possibly allowing astronauts
hand shadow play their experience in space to school pupils and family on Earth. Fine motor skills are important
for astronauts’ many activities in space and can even be
lifesaving during space walks; additionally, preliminary results indicate that there are both accuracy and reaction
time decrements during gravitational transitions. This can
have consequences for future missions to planets.
The thesis presents a literature and video review of astronauts’ experience and activities in space and on-board
the International Space Station (ISS). Furthermore, related work in terms of shadow play and current approaches
in aiding astronauts’ dexterity are used to rethink those
in hope to put forward a radically new perspective. Additionally, the process of including participants in the study
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through activities and observations is discussed and the
influence prototyping has on ideation and creativity. A
conclusion is outlined to establish a framework for a research agenda for a future project.
The importance of social interaction, playfulness and exercise is strongly supported by the field work, prototyping and literature review conducted. Hence, the research
agenda proposes a thorough investigation whether hand
shadow play, through co-experience between astronauts
and children, can merge social interaction, playfulness
and exercise onboard the ISS and generate knowledge and
memories which can be shared with children to promote
education and culture. These aspects can further encourage creativity, enjoyment, familiarity, love for challenges,
embodiment of technology, and locomotion which are
some of the many aspects that have come up during the
thesis because of my research.
Lastly, this thesis shows that the challenges astronauts
face in outer space can become inspirational for interaction designers in terms of contributing with designs regarding social interaction not only within space exploration but also on Earth.

Omfang
Undersøge Værdien af Fitness gennem Sjove Prototypefremstillinger og
Felt Arbejde
Målet for dette speciale er at udforske astronauternes
helbreds udfordringer med hensyn til fysisk og mentalt
fitness under lange rummissioner; hermed afdække design muligheder for et socialt interaktiv design synspunkt.
Muliggøre kommunikation mellem mennesker gennem
produkter er nødvendigt på grund af astronauternes isolation fra Jorden, hermed vigtigheden at overveje social interaktion. Desuden, gennem fremstilling af prototyper og
deltagelse af fitness medlemmer; studiet fokusere på astronauternes fingerfærdighed fra en social interaktiv vinkel; muligvis tillade astronauter hånd skygge spille deres
erfaring i rummet til skolestuderende og deres familie på
Jorden. Fin motorik er vigtig for astronauternes mange
aktiviteter i rummet og kan endda være livsreddene i
løbet af rumvandringer; derudover, indledende resultater indikere at der er både nøjagtighed og reaktionstids
dekrementer i løbet af tyngdekrafts overgang. Dette kan
have konsekvenser for fremtidige missioner til planeter.
Specialet præsenterer et litteratur- og videogennemgang
af astronauternes erfaringer og aktiviteter i rummet og
ombord på den Internationale Rumstation (ISS). Desuden, relaterede projekter med hensyn til skygge spil og
nuværende fremgangsmåder til at hjælpe astronauternes
fingerfærdighed er gennemtænkt i håb om at fremsætte
et radikalt nyt perspektiv. Derudover, processen af at ink-

ludere deltagere i studiet gennem aktiviteter og observationer er diskuteret og den inflydelse prototypefremstilling har på idedannelse og kreativitet. En konklusion er
skitseret for at etablere en ramme for et forskningsdagsorden for fremtidige projekter.
Vigtigheden af social interkation, leg og motion er stærkt
understøttet af felt arbejdet, prototypefremstilllingen og
literaturgennemgangen. Hermed foreslår jeg en forskningsdagsorden som gennemgår undersøgelser hvorvidt
håndskygge spil, gennem fælles oplevelser mellem astronauter og børn, kan fusionere social interaktion, leg og
motion ombord på ISS og generere viden og minder, som
kan blive delt med børn for at promovere uddanelse og
kultur. Disse aspekter kan yderligere tilskynde kreativitet,
glæde, bekendtsomhed, passion for udfordringer, personifikation af teknologi, og bevægelse hvilket er nogle af
mange aspekter som er kommet op i løbet af specialet på
baggrund af min forskning.
Endelig, specialet viser de udfordringer, som astronatuer
møder i det ydre rum, kan inspirere interaktion designere
med hensyn til bidragelse med design vedrørende social
interaktion, ikke kun indenfor rumforskning, men også
Jorden.
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Introduction
The introduction explains the rationale behind the decisions made during the process and serves as a general overview of how the thesis has
developed throughout the design process.
Humans in space

Humans have been exploring new worlds ever since the
dawn of Homo Sapiens and it has not changed since. With
the latest technologies allowing humans to understand
the world around us on Earth; it is no different in outer
space. October 4, 1957 was the day humans kick started the space age by sending the first satellite in orbit,
Sputnik I (NASA, 2007). Not much later Yuri Gargarin was
announced with the headline on The HuntsVille Times:
“Man Enters Space”, on April 12, 1961. More than fifty
years later the International Space Station (ISS) represents
the collective effort at establishing a common goal for future space exploration (NASA, 2011b).
One of many research areas related to space exploration is concerned with the human body and its response
to the extreme environment in outer space. Biologically
speaking, the body has adapted to Earth’s environment

Figure AA: Sputnik 1, October 4 1957 [Credit: NASA]
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with light, water, oxygen and gravity through many years
of evolution. Research has shown repeatedly that microgravity and other factors such as lack of consistent exposure to light, isolation and sleep deprivation takes a great
toll on the body during long space missions. These and
many more experiences are the reason for deconditioning
the body in five major areas: bone health, muscle function, cardiovascular response, sensorimotor system, and
immunology (Volante et al., 2016) (Liapi et al., 2016) (Fitts
et al., 2000) (Blaber et al., 2010) (NASA, 2017e). A solution to such challenges could be artificial gravity with the
help of centripetal force; unfortunately, today’s technology and resources makes such a project too expensive to
support (Real Engineering, 2016) (Rachel, 2013). Therefore there is a demand for research to be done regarding
solutions that can aid human space exploration if humans
are ever to go interplanetary.

Figure AB: The Hunsville Times April 12 1961
[Credit: NASA]

Development of thesis

The European Space Agency (ESA) has put forward a project addressing: “How can astronauts maintain physical
fitness on the Moon?” This question is the motivation of
the thesis to explore the potential areas of interest towards contributing to the question itself and challenge
the view ESA regarding humans in space. One key aspect
of the human body is the fine motor skills; preliminary results indicate that there are both accuracy and reaction
time decrements during gravitational transitions (NASA,
2017e). Furthermore, China who is one of the nations that
recently started their endeavor in space exploration has
put a lot of effort in advancing astronautics research; a
study funded by them shows as well that extravehicular
activities (EVA or spacewalk) in space demand a frequent
use of upper limbs as legs are usually not used outside a
space station. They also mention that space glove design
is one of the key factors that affect EVAs; this can suggest
that there is a focus on spacesuits and glove designs (Ding
et al., 2014). Similar suggestions can be found a study
done by Mary M. Connors and her colleagues in a set of
interviews with Apollo lunar surface astronauts, which
shows that that these astronauts agree on the emphasis
on the gloves and spacesuit (Connors et al., 1994).

Besides the hands’ importance in an astronaut’s daily routine there is another interesting aspect of what it means
to be an astronaut and that covers a core principal and
purpose of the ISS – science and education. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and ESA are
one of many space agencies who put an effort in education to promote science and technology to the public
(NASA, 2017c) (NASA, 2013) (NASA, 2011a) (ESA, 2017a)
(ESA, 2017b). Astronauts perform many experiments onboard the ISS and additionally have video calls with students across the world where they share their experience
and answer questions. These tasks are important to carry
out as they provide future generation astronauts the insights to what it means to live in outer space. This area
raises questions whether the current approach can be
improved by incorporating interactive and creative tasks
that allow astronauts to communicate their experiences
by using hands and tools.

Figure AC: Astronaut doing a spacewalk, 2017 [Credit: ESA/NASA]
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In this thesis, physical fitness has a health related and a
skill related category as defined by Dr. Caspersen and Dr.
Powell who are epidemiologists and Dr. Christensen who is
an evaluation researcher (Caspersen et al., 1985). Health
is attributed by cardiorespiratory endurance, muscular
endurance, muscular strength, body composition and
flexibility. Whereas skill is attributed by agility, balance,
coordination, speed, power and reaction time. This is not
sufficient to contribute to an astronaut’s overall health
which also includes the psyche. Therefore, it is crucial to
include the importance technology has in connecting people; especially across vast distances such as the ISS and
Earth (Hassenzahl et al., 2012). This aspect is important to
recall in the moments where astronauts share their experience and knowledge with children through video conferencing. As described by Dan Saffer in his book Designing
for Interaction; the social interaction design view is about
facilitating communication between humans through
products (Saffer, 2010). Although he mentions that technology is nearly irrelevant in this view as any kind of object or device can make a connection between people; it
is important to consider time and context. As he puts it;
“Interaction design is by its nature contextual: it solves
specific problems under a particular set of circumstances using the available materials.” Hence, why the social
interaction design view is perceived with the context and
time in mind, as current state of the art, video conferencing, consists of many technological aspects such as satellites, wireless communication, internet, camera, microphone, and more that cannot be disregarded.
The two aspects, dexterity and education, can become
anchor points for this thesis to conceptualize a solution;
this is an argument to support a research agenda that can
be used to conduct future research within the context of
both the medical aspect (dexterity) and social interaction
(education). From a social interaction design perspective, the research that can become beneficial for future
manned missions is within user experience.
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The research question the thesis addresses is:
How can astronauts convey their experience in space to
school pupils and family members on Earth while preserving their fine motor skills?
My research covers three main approaches regarding information gathering. One is a desk research approach that
includes literature and video review; another is observation and informal interaction with gym members at a local gym named BC-Gym; and thirdly is prototyping exploration where a collection of the former two approaches
inspire this process by creating opportunities for people
at the gym to test and generate further information and
inspiration. Due to lack of resources such as interview,
observe and allow astronauts to test prototypes; these
above-mentioned approaches allow for an alternative
source of inspiration and research conducted within the
context of astronauts in space to form design opportunities.
Since the thesis will not cover a final product; the thesis
will provide a research agenda and a scenario of how a
final design proposal can feel, function and be implemented into astronauts’ and children’s lives. The contribution
of this thesis is the hope to push for possibilities to design
beyond current frameworks used by space agencies, affiliated companies, and organizations. Furthermore, it is
intended to be used as a spark to launch further research
into the area of astronauts’ health, both physical and psyche, in space and future space missions through social
interaction and play. Lastly, the social interaction design
direction is hoped to trigger curiosity in the medical field
of human space exploration to creatively integrate beneficial equipment into play that allow exercising with respect
to dexterity and possibly other aspects.
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An Untold Story
This chapter describes an imaginary scenario where astronauts use the
concept of hand shadow play in co-creating a co-experience with a child
that enables exercise, social interaction, and play.
Tim is looking out the window and observes how the
Moon has cast its shadow over Earth; thinking how thousands if not millions of people are witnessing the Lunar
eclipse. Looking up to him as if he is the one responsible
for the phenomenon. Tim and his international crew have
been on the Lunar surface for the past eight months; they
are expecting new crew members to take over so they can
return to Earth. It reminds Tim that he has a call with his
daughter soon. He is excited to show his daughter new
shadows that he has practiced. One of them is called Dr.
Dino and the other is the loyal companion Meteor. The
story is about Dr. Dino finally returning home after being
away for a long time.
Tim heads towards the play and fun room where he prepares the Shadow of Things before the call. He has asked
his colleague, Ai, to help him perform his story. Creating
shadows have become a habit for Tim and it has allowed
him to maintain a consistent workflow during EVAs outside the Lunar Cupola Habitat. He has noticed an increase
in hand and finger flexibility, stamina, and dexterity which
he hopes will help him regain his strength and dexterity
faster when he returns to Earth. He has been wearing the
Earth Adaptive Resistance Technology Hands (EARTH) to
provide the sensation of similar gravitational pull like on
Earth. Stretching from his fingertips to the elbows they
ensure that his fine motor skills are preserved when returning to Earth. EARTH is made of a bio-material that
allows the skin to breath, sense the texture of a material and feels like a second skin. Tim finds them irritating
to wear for nearly the whole mission, yet, they provide
him a familiar feeling. A feeling that he has not been able
to recall since the departure from the rocket launch pad
in Kazakhstan eight months ago. It keeps reminding him
where he is from and how the environment challenges
the human body.
The upcoming call with his daughter reminds him that
these missions have a greater goal… a vision about humans becoming an interplanetary species. He is part of
a greater effort to pave away the many obstacles and al-
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low next generation to build on. Despite being far away
from Earth; the nearest civilization, culture, society and
belonging; the shadow call starts, and the whole world is
suddenly right in front of Tim – his eight-year-old daughter yells: “hi!“ with a big smile. Tim’s heart is filled with
love and it is noticeable on Ai as well, to see a father
connected with his daughter. Tim responds to his daughter: “Are you ready to meet Dr. Dino and his companion
Meteor?” with a mysterious voice. And his daughter replies: “Yeees!” with an exciting voice – clearly she has
been waiting for the call. As Ai dims the light; Tim sets the
mood of a distant place where not much else can be seen
but dust. Tim takes a small amount of sand in his hand,
despite it not being in contact with his skin, he can still
feel the texture of the sand. He spreads it on the small
stage where it crosses the light with the help of the low
gravity on the Moon – it creates the effect of sand floating
in the air. He is preparing the introduction of the characters meanwhile Ai is tuning in some background sound of
the Sun radiating on the surface and some wind blowing.
Tim’s daughter is getting excited and he notices that. Tim
moves his hands in front of the light to cast the shadow
of Dr. Dino; EARTH is stretching as his fingers start to flex
in the right hand and hyperextending in the left hand. He
does not feel anything except for his eyes noticing EARTH
simulating gravitational pull. He continues to walk on the
sand and despite the sand being in a transparent box with
the lid open on top; the character, sound and sand creates
a mesmerizing atmosphere that is reflected in the eyes of
the daughter. Tim switches between Dr. Dino and Meteor
to provide some scenes of interaction and before anyone
notices, the story comes to an end. Before Tim finalizes the
last scene of Dr. Dino arriving home, the daughter jumps
in with a spontaneous shadow which represents Dr. Dino’s daughter. The daughter of the doctor runs on her two
small feet towards Tim’s shadow and in the moment, the
shadows touch, Tim and the daughter feel a moment of
connectedness which they have missed. EARTH provides
him with a sense of haptic feedback that allows them to
sense touch on long distances and therefore create the
sensation of ‘tactile shadows’.
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Process of Thesis
This chapter explains how the design process developed and which turning points occur that influence the direction of the thesis and the shape
of the research question.
The thesis is inspired by ESA’s project: “The Moon Gym:
How can astronauts maintain physical fitness on the
Moon” (ESA, 2016b). My initial plan was to work with
ESA on a project they proposed; however, circumstances
changed and I decided to explore the challenge without
having access to ESA’s nor astronauts’ resources. However, it is important to consider the impact of the psychological state of astronauts as isolation from Earth during
long missions can have a big impact on their workload and
sleep. Papers from Volante and colleagues, and Liapi and
Ackermann show that astronauts can possibly experience
such impacts during long distance space missions (Volante
et al., 2016) (Liapi et al., 2016). Therefore, I decided to expand my view on the initial question and include the overall well-being – astronauts need to feel comfortable physically, mentally, and socially inside their confined habitat.
The question seems to connect with gyms on Earth where
insights from gym members can challenge how one can
exercise, show the importance of social interaction, show
how to create motivational atmospheres and much more.
About one-third into the thesis; prototyping simple mockups of objects helped me understand the complexity of
designing for the whole body. I decided at this point to
review some literature to help me narrow down my focus
from the whole body to a specific aspect. Although studies have shown many consequences of human exposure
to microgravity, preliminary results presented by Kritina L.
Holden, who works for Lockheed Martin, in collaboration
with NASA triggered my curiosity – more specifically dexterity (Kritina, 2015) (NASA, 2017e).
Nearly two-thirds into the thesis; prototyping demonstrates the complexity of designing a technology for astronauts in context of fine motor skills as a lot of work
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related to this aspect concerns medicine and mechanics.
This becomes increasingly difficult without collaboration
with these types of experts. I decide to make a turning
point and unfold the challenge of designing for dexterity; it becomes a question whether I want to focus on the
medical aspect (dexterity) or user experience (Social interaction) as both cannot be accomplished by myself. At
this point I have talks with; my supervisor, Robb Mitchell; a community I am part of called Space Ecologies Art
and Design (SEADS) and a fellow IT - Product Design student, Ferran Altarriba. These people inspire me to think
of hands as tools themselves and consider using hands
and fingers for performances such as dancing and hand
shadow play. This is the turning point where I research
what these performances can contribute with; I learn that
hand shadow play is used in some cases to teach children
to become more literate by studying topics themselves
and presenting them through shadow play. Here I make
the connection with space agencies such as ESA and NASA
who emphasize on the importance of education and their
role in encouraging the public to become more interested
in science and technology to motivate future generation
astronauts and scientists. Meanwhile, the field work in a
gym where participants tested my prototypes and I observed the atmosphere in a compact gym. These findings
showed me that social interaction, playfulness and growing as an individual is important such an environment and
that people exercise and create stronger relationships due
to that.
This leads to the research question:
How can astronauts convey their experience in space to
school pupils and family members on Earth while possibly
preserving their fine motor skills?

Figure AD: Key turning point in my design process with desk research, prototyping, and field work as the three methods.
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Approach
This chapter will shortly describe the methods used in the thesis and why
they are important to support the work done and validate its results. It
also shows the order in which the thesis is presented as the actual design
process is nonlinear; however, still grounded on previous work.
One of the challenges of the thesis is that astronauts nor
ESA is available to collaborate with directly; instead there
is a need to an alternative approach. One of the positive
aspects of space agencies and astronauts is that they frequently upload video material and literature regarding astronauts’ experience in space. A great amount of time in
performing extensive desk research is essential to establish ground work that benefits the research. Listening to
astronauts explaining their experience in space and how
it influences them afterwards is a resource with respect
to narrowing down the focal point of this thesis. Additionally, careful planning is required in terms of finding appropriate groups of people to invite to the project that
can help expand the view on humans in space from their
perspective.
To analyze the data and the experience that is gathered
from desk research and field work, which can be difficult
if things cannot be put into practice, it is worth prototyping concrete examples to manifest the meaning of it.
They enable deign-thinking which is deeply embedded
and immersed in design practice; rather than just tools
for evaluating or proving successes or failures of design
outcomes (Lim et al., 2008). Designing solutions for astronauts can perhaps require advanced technologies and
with limited resources available, it will provoke the ability
to be creative. It can be advantageous to explore low fidelity prototypes that can advance the thinking process
and conceptual development. This in turn can provide insights into how the body behaves as physical movements
convey certain constraints words and drawings do not. It
is also an opportunity to test other limits of the body that
are not easily reviewed in papers or videos as they might
not cover certain requirements that this thesis tries to address.
Lastly, to put the gathered data into context and provide
feasible solutions that correspond to a bigger audience, it
is important to invite a group of people in this research.
Since astronauts will not provide feedback on the developed prototypes throughout the process, it is appropriate
to consider people that have a relative good understand-
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ing of health – the physical, mental, and social aspect.
However, it is equally important to consider people with
not strictly medical background as the emphasis is on social interaction; less on dexterity. A gym with a substantial
member size are invited to participate in this project by
contributing with ideas, advice, methods, and interests
based on their various level of expertise and backgrounds
both personally and fitness related.
The approaches during this thesis are separated into the
above-mentioned three categories; still, they help create
an overview of important aspects that contribute to the
outcome. The order they are presented are not the order
they were necessarily done in as it has been an iterative
process. It is also important to note that besides the main
three activities, other activities have influenced the work;
namely talks with supervisor, fellow IT – product design
students, and people with various backgrounds in correspondence to space, ecology, arts and design.

Social Interaction design view

Dan Saffer explains in his book, Designing for Interaction:
Creating Innovative Applications and Devices, that there
are three views on interaction design (Saffer, 2010). One
is a technological-centered view; making technologies
useful, usable, and pleasurable to use. The other is a behaviorist view; defining the behavior of artifacts, environments, and systems such as products which emphasize
functionality and feedback. The third is the social interaction design view; facilitating communication between
people through products. The two former are not as relevant in this thesis as the latter; social interaction design
view enables me to look beyond the technological and
functional limitations in the sense that sociality is broader
and communication is essential for humans. Considering
the context in which astronauts find themselves, the isolation on-board the International Space Station, it makes
sociality even more important to design for. Determining
the importance of social interaction for astronauts helps
navigate around how social interaction relates to physical
exercise.

Hassenzahl and colleagues refer to love and belongingness as one of the most important psychological needs
(Hassenzahl et al., 2012). And according to psychological
scientists, Sheldon et al.; their study suggests that autonomy, competence, relatedness, and self-esteem consistently are one of the most important factors that make
people fulfilled, and thus qualify as psychological needs
(Sheldon et al., 2001).
An important aspect to notice from both Dan Saffer and
Hassenzahl et al. is there relation to technology. Saffer
mentions that technology in the social interaction design
view is nearly irrelevant; at the same time, he mentions
that design itself is contextual and dependent on time.
Solving a problem at a given time and place with the available materials makes up design, and depending on the
technology it can become either sophisticated such as telecommunication or simple such as two stones reminding
two people of each other. Hassenzahl et al. reminds me
that technology is crucial today in that it connects us more
to the extent that we perceive our relatedness increasingly as stories and information becomes easier accessible.
This aspect is important to recall in the moments where
astronauts share their experience and knowledge with
school pupils through video conferencing across long
distances in the cosmos. However, to what extent does a
stone or family photo provide enough information about
the other when astronauts are isolated for longer periods
of times from their families on Earth? What if sociality becomes more present in an astronaut’s life on-board space
stations where co-creation and co-experience becomes
strong bonding factors between astronauts and their children? What happens if social interaction between people becomes more co-creative and co-experienced in the
sense that people utilize more of their state of being rather than text, voice, or images?
Albeit the world is strongly progressing in terms of communication which unites us more, it is important to be
open minded about the approaches towards stronger
communication facilities as today it is clearly dominated
by text, voice and images. Hence why the social interaction design view is an important aspect of this thesis; to
consider more options and possibly advance humans in
space in relation to love and belongingness, and how that
can promote fruitful ideas related to how we communicate on Earth with one another.
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Astronauts in
space and
shadows as play
In this chapter the literature and video reviews present current findings
that are relevant to answering the research question and with the support of related work which contributes to understanding the current approaches.
In reviewing literature and videos about astronauts’ wellbeing in space and post flight, it has become evident
that human space exploration has a long way in terms
of following up on previous generated knowledge about
the experiences and effects of the harsh environment
in space. From a social interaction design perspective, it
brings forth many angles in which these findings can become aspirational towards solutions here on Earth as well.

Astronauts exercising

Reviewing literature regarding astronauts’ wellbeing
with respect to how they thrive in space and post flight
helps establish a basis for what challenges exist in terms
of physical and mental fitness. Exercise and astronauts’
health are important aspects and finding areas of concern
can help identify options in which the thesis can narrow
down (Volante et al., 2016) (NASA, 2015) (NASA, 2013)
(ESA, 2015). Astronauts follow a tailored workout plan
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designed for the individual for about two hours a day
similarly to how a person would do it on Earth. Current
equipment onboard the ISS consists of a tread mill, a cycle
without handles and the advanced resistive exercise device (ARED) (NASA Johnson, 2013b). ARED allows a variety
of lifts to be exercised such as squat, deadlift, bench press
and shoulder press. The way ARED works is that it has two
canisters with vacuum in them and the astronauts dial in
a load that they wish to pull or push. This enables the machine to exert a consistent force throughout the range of
motion. Additionally, the design creates space for people
with different levels of fitness to utilize it due to it being
relative. An interesting aspect of space flight is that people tend to forget that their bodyweight is taken care of
through a one-g perspective on Earth in contrast to a zero-g setting in space. One-g is the reference point from
Earth, which means that the gravitational pull exerted on
the body to keep it on the surface of Earth is about 9,81

Figure AE: Advanced Resistive Exer- Figure AF: Astronaut Andreas Mogensen wearing
cise Device [Credit: NASA]
Skinsuit [Credit: ESA]

Figure AG: Treadmill
[Credit: NASA]

m/s2. For example, if Jackie is a Martian, then from her
perspective the gravitational pull of Mars is equal to one-g
as her body has adapted to that circumstance whereas
Earth’s will be more than one-g. As Mark Guilliams, Lead
Strength & Conditioning Specialist at NASA, mentions
that during a space mission; astronauts need to do certain exercises that require them to have a force equivalent
to or more than their bodyweight placed on a point on
their body. For example, on the back during a squat which
can be challenging as astronauts are used to having this
weight distributed throughout the whole body down on
Earth (NASA Johnson, 2013a). These exercise routines are
designed in such a way that it helps astronauts maintain
to some extent their physiological and mental health; although, it is not ideal as there are still aspects that need
to be reiterated which will be described further later. Recently the American astronaut Scott Kelly and the Russian
cosmonaut Mikhail Kornienko finished the One-Year Mission which aims at finding out how human presence in
space for one year affects the body (NASA, 2017d). Astronauts experience consequences in-flight and post-flight
such as muscle atrophy, reduced bone health, blood flow
influencing immune system response, and much more
(ESA, 2015) (NASA, 2017e). The one year mission is just
done by two people which means that more research is
needed and therefore can only be used as a possible indication. Preliminary findings by NASA show that the heavy
exercise countermeasures as mentioned above benefit
the Scott Kelly’s muscle and bone health; however, there
seems to be a decline in bone formation during the second half of Scott’s mission (NASA, 2017b). Biological scientist Dr. Robert H. Fitts and his colleagues have equally
conducted studies regarding muscle atrophy; not only
does muscle atrophy result in general less strength, it can
possibly also result in fiber damages post-flight (Fitts et
al., 2000). Any load greater than the atrophied fibers can
handle can potentially result in further damages. A study
by Elizabeth Blaber and her colleagues concerning stem
cells shows that the functionality of cells in some aspects
are influenced by microgravity and can have decremental
effects on astronauts’ health (Blaber et al., 2010). These

Figure AH: NASA Astronaut Scott Kelly and Russian Cosmonaut Mikhail Kornienko [Credit: NASA]

effects can be connected to the body’s capability to regenerate tissues such as muscles. Studies like these are the
reason why researchers try to test new solutions, like D.A.
Green and the rest of the research team in collaboration
with the European Space Agency; they state that new and
innovative countermeasures to bone loss and bone density are needed. (ESA, 2017d) They propose a skinsuit which
squeezes the body from shoulder to the feet to compress
the bones and create a need for the body to produce bone
calcium and increase bone density. Other preliminary results from the one year study indicate a slight decrease
in speed and accuracy post mission in terms of cognitive
performance. Besides many other findings such as visual
performance, sleep-wake cycles, the immune system and
more, one interesting aspect of the transition to a planetary surface is dexterity. In terms of exercising, dexterity is
a narrow focus and allows in-depth research in the topic
within the scope of this thesis. Tests show that fine motor tasks such as pointing, dragging, shape tracing, and
pinch-rotate decrease in both accuracy and reaction time
due to gravitational transitions. Fine motor skill is also a
crucial aspect of astronaut’s daily routine onboard ISS and
during extravehicular activities (EVAs – spacewalks). In
the article Factors affecting astronaut manual operation
tasks (Ding et al., 2014); they state that 90% of EVA operations require the use of an astronaut’s upper limbs and
that makes sense considering that astronauts cannot walk
in space. The circumstance does change if the astronaut is
located on the Moon, then the hands and arms will most
likely be less fatigued. Although difficult to determine exactly; it has been difficult to find work from engineers and
researchers within the context of astronauts’ dexterity
that approach the challenge differently than improving
gloves. Occasionally experiment proposals by researchers
do imply that results from the experiments can be used
to design and control intelligent haptic interfaces in challenging environments (ESA, 2017c). Thus, creating opportunities for astronauts to get less exposed to dangerous
and highly physical demanding tasks.

Figure AI: Scott Kelly performing the Fine Motor Skills Test
as part of his One-Year Mission [Credit: NASA]
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Improving astronauts’ performance during EVA to mitigate hand and forearm fatigue through ergonomic advancements and ARED can help; however, questions arise
with respect to the efficiency of those approaches. As
mentioned in the paper Sleep, Workload and Boredom:
Subject Matter Expert Insights, by William Volante et al.
“It seems that the effect of exercise on sleep/wake patterns are contingent upon the duration of the workout, as
well as the possible workload increase due to the addition
of an extra task. It has also been noted that when workouts are extended (2-2.5 hours), they induce work overload and astronauts exhibit decrease in positive affect.”
(Volante at al., 2016). Although these circumstances can
affect people on Earth similarly, the difference is that astronauts do not have an off-day; it is unlikely to find a person working a five to nine job and working out every day
for about two hours. This is important to consider when
designing solutions regarding EVAs and other activities
that astronauts are obliged to do. Additionally, it is one
of the findings that has directed the focus on intertwined
activities which leads to hand shadow play. Yet it is not a
surprise that there is an emphasis on the spacesuit and
glove design instead. Apollo Lunar Surface astronauts
themselves mention that the EVA hardware-related items
need improvements in terms of their bulkiness/inflexibility and inadequate manipulability/dexterity (Connors et
al., 1994). And even today do designers and engineers get
challenged in designing spacesuits and gloves for astronauts; usually it involves making the gloves thinner and
easier to maneuver (NASA, 2016b). It is reasonable to as-

Figure AJ: Skylab 4, Carr demonstrates microgravity by
balancing William Pogue on one finger. [Credit: NASA]
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sume that these challenges are the reason for continues
exploration within the scope of gloves. Technology overshadowing users is a common practice which can also be
seen in other areas such as the energy sector; the company Tesla, run by Elon Musk, is an example where technology needs to improve to “save” the environment instead
of also approaching it from a user’s pointer of view (I am
not claiming what Tesla does is wrong). And considering
that space agencies tend to incrementally improve their
designs; to avoid disasters and loss in investment, it is fair
to state that outsiders such as third parties are needed to
think beyond their framework – perhaps in collaboration
with the space agencies. An example is the airline industry where the Boeing 737 is one of the most used airplane
model today (Real Engineering, 2017). Releasing new designs is costly and has shown to be difficult as unforeseen
errors emerge and thus delays are happening, in some
cases accidents. Although this is within the airline industry, space shuttles, suits, gloves, or other lifelines that are
crucial for astronauts are important to design carefully.
Lastly, since the thesis’ proposal consists of hand shadow
play, the question is: how can hand shadow play be applied
in this context? It is important to point out that astronauts
explore their body in space in many ways as described by
Liapi and Ackermann in Micrograivty Playscapes: Play in
Long-Term Space Missions (Liapi et al., 2016). The authors
point out that the astronauts in space explore their own
body in many ways such as physical play with the body
in free fall; physical exercise; recreation activities; viewing

Figure AK: Astronaut candidates in 1996 take a minute fun
during microgravity training in aircraft. [Credit: NASA]

outside windows; exploring three-dimensional floor area
by rearranging objects; and intimate behavior. Another
interesting suggestion by Abeln and Schneider in Physical
Countermeasures to Stress; humans have been working
hard since the evolution of mankind, until the late 1970s
when the industrial age ended (Abeln et al., 2012). Working life was considered physical work and recreational
exercise and sports was not very common before 1970s
due to the physical work load not allowing for much further energy expenditure. Compared to today exercise is
important as the working life in some places is considered
nonphysical work. They refer to a holistic approach to exercise: the balance of activity/inactivity (ora et labora),
which is essentially “Pray and work”. “Labora” was physical work and the prayer was characterized by physical
recovery; the authors postulate whether exercise itself
is not important for a mental well-being, yet it is the adequate alteration between inactivity and activity. Therefore, it can be counterproductive and stress evoking when
people, living in space are forced to exercise, besides a
physical stressful working day. This view can perhaps support the concept of hand shadow play; depending on if
astronauts perceive it as physical stressful work or as playful and stress relieving. More to the point, Schlacht and
her colleagues suggested creative performances like reenactments (as in pretended play), visual art, to improve
daily life in space. Although, interviews with astronauts
reported; “if persons with different (non-artistic) backgrounds are obligated to perform artistic expression and
cultural activities, they may have a negative impression

or get stressed” (Schlacht et al., 2012). Despite this, Levine argues “the elimination of all stress is neither possible
nor desirable” in a space mission (Levine, 1991). Instead,
humanizing the interior environment of a spacecraft and
make astronauts feel comfortable – physically, mentally,
and socially – inside their confined habitat. This is a great
point by Levine, which sums up the reality of the world, if
everything must be perfect and ideal, it becomes too artificial and then robots can equally just be sent into space
and explore it for humans. The conditions that are intended to be created with the concept of hand shadow play is
a humanizing one; It is an attempt to merge the needed
physiological aspects as pointed out earlier with the social
aspect which will be further discussed in later sections.
The above highlighted findings suggest that there is room
for improvement and further research to be done with
respect to astronauts’ health, exercise, and dexterity.
Though, the question is how to create intertwined activities to support both astronauts’ well-being in terms of
dexterity and daily activities? Since adding more exercise
into the daily activities can stress astronauts more. And
can alternation in exercises promote the motivation and
drive which can result in astronauts enjoying their time
off to work out? To what extent can the envisioned concept as described in the imagined scenario in earlier chapter promote a humanized environment?
These are some of the question that need to be addressed,
and the next sections will present some possibilities.

Figure AL: The greenhouse on-board International Space Figure AM: Astronauts dressing up as superheroes.
Station. [Credit: ESA/NASA]
[Credit: ESA/NASA]
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Variations in exercising

weekly basis; reverse linear periodization (RLP) which is
slowly decreasing the load and increasing the amount of
repetitions on a weekly basis; and daily undulating periodization (DUP) which is changing the regiment daily. A
study has shown that 4 – 14 maximal repetitions (RM)
using a LP and RLP induces significant gains in maximal
strength however not much with respect to local muscular endurance (Prestes et al., 2009). Yet, another study
shows that 15 – 25 RM RLP is more efficient for increasing
local muscular endurance compared to LP and DUP (Rhea
et al., 2003).

With respect to “confusing” the muscles to achieve muscle growth consistently; it is by many beginners in resistive
training confused with switching up a workout routine
spontaneously without any structured regiment – inconsistency arises. For example; if a person exercises three
times a week, it will most likely be a program that splits
the body parts into three groups; push movements, pull
movements, and legs. (Legs are usually not considered
part of push/pull movements) To switch up the program
and create smooth transitions into a periodization approach, it is recommended to consider many factors. The
following are some factors though not limited to them;
exercise in terms of motion, order of exercises, repetition
range, change in load, periods and splits, and boredom.
A change in the example given above can be as following; exercise five times a week, where the split increases,
which is one of the natural things that happen to beginners and they become intermediate lifters as their body
needs more time to recover. Splitting the routine into
smaller pieces allows more time to work out a specific
muscle group; this means the muscle group can be targeted with different types of exercises. This is also meant
to avoid inconsistency as exercise programs are usually
designed so previous sessions can be built on to create a
consistent increase in many areas such as strength, muscle growth, or muscular endurance. It is widely accepted
that a bodybuilder should switch up the workout plan to
progress and promote aspects like lean body mass, total
body weight, motor performance, and decrease in percent body fat (Spineti et al., 2013).

Mark Guilliams mentions in an interview that the team he
is part of have designed a template that every astronaut
at NASA must follow; although, the template is adapted
to the astronaut’s work capacity (NASA Johnson, 2014).
In this case I assume that the periodization concept is not
used since Mark mentions that they measure how astronauts exercise and receive the data; however, no specific
consultation between astronauts and specialists is mentioned. Even if such a concept is used, it is not within the
scope of the thesis; instead, it is interesting to investigate
how RLP program can be used directly or indirectly as inspiration in the context of dexterity. Astronauts following
the same program every day can become boring and can
lead to lower performance as motivation declines. Doing
the same movement for months or years will only allow
the astronauts to achieve an advantage in an exercised
movement and not in other aspects.

In the bodybuilding scene, it is often said that to create
muscle growth consistently over years it is important to
“shock” or “confuse” the muscles. This helps muscles readapt to new circumstances and avoid plateau or injuries as
well as positive changes in strength, motor performance,
total body weight, lean body mass, and percent body fat
than nonperiodized programs. Sport scientists call it periodized strength training because the program is adjusted
after an amount of time; can be after four weeks, eight
weeks, or even on a weekly basis (Fleck, 1999).

When studying periodization; studies tend to focus on linear periodization (LP) which is slowly increasing the load
and reducing the amount of repetitions per exercise on a
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The above findings are compelling arguments to consider in designing for astronauts’ activities; hence, this has
been a key pointer towards support the concept of hand
shadow play in the sense that it possibly can be used as
an exercise in disguise. Using the many possibilities hand
shadow play offers in terms of variation, it can perhaps
be used in connection to RLP with higher amount of repetitions to increase local muscular endurance and hopefully lessen hand and forearm fatigue. One can speculate
whether the beginning of practicing hand shadow play
can be like low repetitions as the hands need to adjust to
the stress; hence, require more often breaks in between
sets. As the person progresses, the amount of time spent
doing certain movements can roughly be translated into
more repetitions. Still, this approach is mere a speculation
and needs to be researched further in future work.

The importance of education

This section is mainly based on NASA’s and ESA’s educational programs that can help children learn about human
space exploration and inspired to become scientists, researchers, astronauts and space explorers (NASA, 2017c)
(ESA, 2017a) (ESA, 2017b). It is not to say that other agencies’ do not have such programs, still these two provided enough for an overview in combination with the published calls between astronauts and school pupils.
An important part of NASA and ESA is the educational
aspect; in NASA’s and ESA’s case, it consists of science,
technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM). Jan
Woerner, ESA Director General, states that the new initiative with the Moon Village project has the potential to
awaken renewed interest in STEM subjects, with benefits
being felt well beyond the world of space (ESA, 2016a).
This initiative has the aim to involve many parties across
the world. Linking school pupils directly aboard the space
station with the astronauts providing unique and authentic experiences designed to enhance students’ learning
and interest in science and technology (NASA, 2017a). Although this does not happen every day as arrangements
between institutions and space agencies happen in advance to prepare the astronauts’ schedule. An example
is an in-flight call with the European astronaut Samantha
Cristoforetti where a young girl asks Samantha about
exercising onboard the ISS (Ceip, 2015). The interaction
feels dull in that it lacks excitement or interest; however, it
is difficult to know for sure how the session is experienced
by the children. Also, not all calls are equal and some
do include astronauts rotating around their own center
of mass to show children that it is indeed fun in space.

Another approach is to provide videos of astronauts performing and explaining experiments that demonstrate the
environment in microgravity as done by the astronaut Samantha Cristoforetti (European Space Agency, ESA, 2015).
Besides these examples, ones a week astronauts can talk
to their loved ones to stay in touch and share their experiences in space (NASA Johnson, 2016a).
This brings forth questions such as:
- How is it possible to increase the amount of social interaction between students and astronauts during a mission?
- How can the social interaction improve by increasing the
students’ engagement with astronauts?
- How can students learn different things from hands on
play with astronauts?
- How can astronauts get inspired by students?
As stated in previous sections, the emphasis of the thesis
is to propose how astronauts can preserve their dexterity
and prepare for gravitational transitions; still, it is a possibility to merge the activities by incorporating exercise into
a task such as social interaction with students and families. This provides a strong argument for connecting the
need to preserve dexterity with the need to have social
contact with people on Earth.
In terms of the research question at this stage; the focus in
this thesis is directed towards proposing a vision. Hence:
How can astronauts convey their experience in space to
school pupils and family on Earth while preserving their
fine motor skills?

Figure AN: Astronauts having a video call with school pupils and answering questions.
[Credit: NASA]
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Hand shadow play

Shadows have existed ever since objects obstructed light
and it is difficult to tell when the technique was first used
by humans for entertainment and storytelling. Plato’s allegory of the cave is an example; men chained in a cave
who only see shadows in front of them that represent the
real world behind them. One manages to get out of the
cave and experience the real world; when returning to the
others in the cave, they label him as crazy. It is an analogy to explain human ignorance and stubbornness about
twenty-four hundred years ago in the Book VII of “The Republic” (TED-Ed, 2015). Despite no definite timestamp for
the first use of hand shadow play; it became popular in
Europe in the 19th century, especially France. It was called
Ombres Chinoises, meaning “Chinese shadows” since it
spread from the Far East to Europe (Almoznino, 1970).
The performers of hand shadow play are called shadowgraphers and are sometimes also magicians – shadow art,
which can be expressions through hands, puppets or other techniques, requires the same dexterity as magic tricks.
Without artificial light, the Sun, or the Moon, it is difficult
to perform hand shadow plays; hence bonfire and candles
can be used as a great source of lumination. Shadows are
sharply defined in the dark with usually one light source,
except if it is a sunny day. Still, today in many cities artificial light illuminates the environment from many angles
and creates less opportunities for shadows to emerge.
Hand shadow play is different from shadow play, which

is also known as shadow puppetry, in that it uses hands
and fingers to create shadows whereas shadow puppetry
uses cut-out figures. (hand shadow images) Hand shadows can be simple and complex, depending on how much
detail is put into the movements of the hands and fingers.
For astronauts to preserve their dexterity in space; hand
shadow play is suitable for this task more than shadow
puppetry. Although cut-out figures can be considered to
supplement the storytelling.
Another interesting aspect of shadow play is its position
towards children in terms of creativity, linguistics, comprehension, and social interaction (Peck et al., 2006).
While being outside the scope of this thesis, digital storytelling has shown signs of enabling school pupils, fourth
grade students, to express themselves at various levels
(Lobello, 2015). Allowing astronauts to use hand shadows as a medium to convey stories to students or their
own children can have beneficial outcomes to both parties. This aspect can be put in context to what astronauts
miss during long missions in space – human contact to
society. Like the former astronaut Mark Kelly said “… and
being so far detached from life on Earth, you know one
of the only real life lines you have, well the best one is
certainly the ability to make a phone call…” (NASA Johnson, 2016b). This raises the question if hand shadow play
in combination with either a telephone call or video conferencing can provide a perception of smaller distance to
their families and Earth in general through facilitation of

Figure AO: An animation of Plato’s allegory of the cave with three men chained up in a cave and only observe the
shadows of things passing by behind them. [Credit: TED-Ed]
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moments of togetherness. For example, if an astronaut
performs a play to the astronaut’s child representing an
experience or sharing of knowledge about space; the
child can respond equally with a play about its experience
on Earth. Additionally, while astronauts possibly preserve
their dexterity and engage socially through play; children
receive a source of inspiration to contribute to the stories themselves and advance their literacy by motivating
them to study a topic about space that they can present
through hand shadow play to their parent and/or other
astronauts.

The simplicity of hand shadow plays makes it an attractive approach for astronauts to experiment with
their bodies, as that is one of the many things astronauts do currently onboard the ISS (Liapi et al., 2016).
(Image of astronauts playing and experimenting with
their bodies) A few things are required to practice
creating recognizable shadows; a light-colored surface, a light source with a narrow focused beam, a
dark room, hands, and imagination (Austin, 2012).
Astronauts as well as children can make mesmerizing stories through imagination as their limit; adding
sound, colors, or backgrounds that help stories flourish can be used although can make it more complex.
Depending on an individual’s mastery of finger and
hand mechanics, such as being able to move fingers
independently from each other or sustaining a specif-

ic finger position for a considerable amount of time,
hand shadow play can become challenging. Despite
hand shadow play as a concept being simple, the
practice can require stamina, dexterity and flexibility to create detailed, beautiful and naturally moving
shadows. Moreover, hand shadow play does require
the capability to understand the environment for the
performer to replicate for example a bunny’s behavior. This becomes even more evident to the point
when performers add sound such as a dog barking at
a fleeing bunny as demonstrated by Leland Faulkner,
a performer (Leland, 2008). From a performer’s point
of view; stamina, dexterity and flexibility account for
the fast pace, smooth transitions, and natural movements between different shadows as witnessed in
Faulkner’s performance. Supplementary approaches
such as finger exercising that allows more independency and flexibility for the fingers can be considered
in enhancing the performance during a hand shadow
play (FingerFitness, 2012). Astronauts who will most
likely benefit from these routines can look forward to
challenges from a physiological point of view to preserve their dexterity. Likewise, can children expect
hands on activities that promote body exploration in
terms of hands and fingers as well as creating stories
based on either researching a topic or imagining one.

Figure AP: A shadow of a rabbit using a hand.
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Since the focus is on experience, it is also important to
mention that co-experience can have a positive impact on
humans, more so to the social interaction aspect. Humans
are considered a social creature which depends on each
other and this invites for more intimate relationships to
survive. Hence why in the context of hand shadow play
the foundation lies in storytelling and sharing experiences
with one another; although it is possible that astronauts
will use it to practice alone. Using the framework described
in “Understanding Experience in Interactive Systems” by
Forlizzi and Battarbee.; it helps define the relationship between users and products in use. There are three types of
user-product interactions: fluent, cognitive and expressive and three types of experiences: experience, an experience and co-experience (Forlizzi et al., 2004). Before
using the framework to analyze the envisioned concept of
hand shadow play as described in the Untold Story chapter, it is important to break down the concept into three
‘sub-products’ as they each influence the overall product
and experience. Firstly, the shadows themselves who can
be considered interactive products created by the performer to tell a story. This shadow can become personalized and a product of imagination. Secondly, astronauts
and children can communicate with one another by using
a compactly designed stage which provides both parties
space to create and express themselves. This stage can be
made so there is room for customization to some extent
that allows the performers to make a preferred setup for a
story. Thirdly, from a medical point of view it is necessary
that the wearable used by astronauts to preserve dexterity and simulate Earth-like gravity is impacting the performance and experience as little as possible. This can potentially be done if the technology feels like a second skin and
demands as little effort to use in terms of operating it. Allowing this wearable to provide haptic feedback to create
the sensation of tactile shadows; it can be used by people
on Earth as well. These three aspects together can allow
three types of experiences to emerge; ‘experience’, ‘an
experience’, or ‘co-experience’. Forlizzi and Battarbee describe ‘Experience’ as a constant stream of “self-talk” that
happens when interacting with products. They describe
‘An experience’ as an articulation or name; it has a beginning and end; inspires behavioral and emotional change.
And they describe ‘Co-experience’ as creating a meaning
and emotion together through product use. Recalling the
imagined scenario; Tim, the father, performs a play to his
daughter with the help of his colleague. And towards the
end of the play the daughter jumps in with a shadow that
she uses to add more meaning and emotions; this is about
‘co-experience’. Although, this example shows ‘co-experience’ the possibility of ‘experience’ and ‘an experience’
to emerge is possible. An astronaut or child can do hand
shadow plays on their own (experience) or perform a play
to an audience without them interacting with you (an experience).
With the three sub-products forming a holistic product
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that can provide three types of experiences; it can now be
analyzed with respect to user-product interactions. The
authors mention that ‘fluent’ interactions are automatic and skilled interactions with products, such as riding
a bicycle and making the morning coffee. The process of
making a coffee or riding a bike are fluent and automatic as they become part of a routine. The second type of
user-product interaction is ‘cognitive’. Here the focus is
on the product at hand whether it results in knowledge
or confusion and error. Solving a math problem with the
help of online algebra tutor can be challenging as it is not
something the user has encountered before, which can
result in new knowledge or just more confusion. Lastly,
the ‘expressive’ interaction that help the user form a relationship to the product. Setting a background image for
smartphones can be a way to form a relationship with the
phone itself. How do the three types of user-product interactions connect with the concept is the question; it is
perhaps not straightforward as it can be relative. On a first
glance the interaction can be described as ‘fluent’ as it
does require skills and can transition into automatic. Yet,
the ‘cognitive’ interaction can be placed in the context of
practicing, creating new shadows, adding layers to the
play such as sound, colors, or materials, and even beyond
how the concept is originally envisioned. The latter can be
considered an ‘expressive’ interaction since it allows the
user to modify or add to the product. For example, the
astronauts can draw on their wearable to personalize it,
modify the stage for personalized stories, and create personalized shadows. For children, it can be similar things,
although depending on whether this becomes stationary
thing at public institutions or a stage that can be brought
home.
From the above stated, it is raising the question to what
extent this framework can be applied and that it in fact is
relative. If practicing a shadow of a bird over time, will it
become a ‘fluent’ interaction? Or if the framework is from
a beginner’s point of view, then it becomes a ‘cognitive’
interaction. Regardless of the relativity, what is important
is the transition from ‘cognitive’ to ‘fluent’ and/or ‘expressive’ interactions as that will help astronauts and children
get familiar with the product and technique of hand shadow play.
Despite the possible benefits hand shadow play has in
context of astronauts in space and children in contact
with them; it is worth investigating whether hand shadow play can provide astronauts experiences that relate
to Earth. These can be playing with sand, playing sound
of a bird chirping or a reindeer drinking water. Likewise,
the children can benefit from some of the elements or
materials exposed to microgravity by learning how environments beyond Earth behave. It can become less simple in terms of performing; however, it is natural to start
simple as making shadows of animals and slowly build up
the skills to create richer stories by including more senses
through curiosity.

Figure AQ: The texture of sand. [Credit: Pixabay]

Figure AR: Sound of birds chirping. [Credit: Pixabay]

Figure AS:Shadow of a deer drinking water. [Credit: Pixabay]
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Tactility

Physical contact helps the performer navigate in a play;
even more evident during co-located performer’s play.
An example of such aspect is a performance by comedian
Bob Stromberg who invites a young man, Mathew, from
the audience to help him with his performance (Tim Grable, 2015). Stromberg moves Mathew’s hand on top of his
elbow and asks whether Mathew can feel the position.
Interactions that offer tactility are one of many approaches to social interactions as that is one way to bond, adapt
and create references in the mind for later uses. Even pronouncing words requires tactile signals to be processed
when coordinating the position of the lips, tongue and
jaw. To preserve these qualities of fine motor skills it is
important to utilize them; in other cases, they need to be
re-learned due to unforeseen circumstances such as accidents or strokes. An interesting project from a multidisciplinary team presents a shape-changing robot for stroke
rehabilitation (Lee et al., 2014). This alternative approach
to rehabilitation shows engaging and promising preliminary results; patients engaged by an ambiguous robot to

follow and chase it with their hands to stimulate movement and tactile signals. Besides the health benefits from
this approach the intriguing detail is the engagement.
Due to hand shadow play’s inherent room for ambiguity
it allows the performer, astronaut or child, to be dragged
into an interaction with the shadow itself. Not only can
astronauts have a dialogue or play with the other person
on the other end; it also leaves space for exploring the
possibilities to bring the shadows to life. This supports the
approach to allow astronauts’ fine motor skills to be stimulated by creating “physical” shadows, i.e. that astronauts
can touch the shadows through haptic feedback – tactile
shadows. Despite lack of evidence that supports haptic
feedback with respect to hand shadow play, it is interesting to combine these two aspects for future projects.
Additionally, bringing nature from Earth like a branch,
water, and sand can potentially create a perception of familiar environment on-board future space stations. These
elements provide a different experience both for hand
shadow play performers and audience – both visually and
physically.

Figure AT: Woman “grabbing” the shadow. The envisioned scenario allows to feel the shadow when in contact.
[Credit: Russ & Reyn]
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Storytelling that utilizes shadows for visualization is one
way of making clear representations of the story, like how
a movie presents series of concrete images describing
and showing a character. Although Charlie Chaplin’s mute
films in the early days of movies were highly appreciated by the audience, it is important to credit today’s films
in how they can manage to immerse the viewer. Despite
the quality of visualization in hand shadow plays; it can be
worth investigating whether tactile shadows can enhance
the bonding experience between astronauts and children
similarly to how music and graphical layers projected on
top of the hands do. A project that inspires these thoughts
is called Puppet Parade which uses a Kinect to identify the
hand and maps the graphical layer to the hand movements (Theo Watson, 2010) (Design I/O, 2012). This project successfully engages the audience in participating in
full body movements while two performers handle a virtual puppet each. The fascinating thing here is how simple
it can be to enable both performers and audiences into
interacting with each other through play.
The communication between astronauts and people on
Earth can be considered traditional as video/phone calls
are used. Therefore, it is important to propose communication channels that encourages interactions in terms
of body movements to make space for intertwined activities. These movements can benefit astronauts and
children rather than neglect the importance of human

physiological and mental needs. An example of great social interaction combined with physical exercise is association football. People playing football benefit from both
the physiological and mental aspect as the sport provides
physical demanding tasks, such as chasing the ball, and
rewarding social interactions, such as making new friends.
Incorporating fine motor movements for both astronauts
in space and children on Earth can be incorporated in valuable activities such as social interaction where knowledge,
inspiration and play is exchanged. This can additionally
lead to further exploration of human body and capability through fidgeting with hands and fingers – imagining
the possibilities of creating new shadows. Hassenzahl et
al. present six main strategies of mediating intimate relationships through technology which are awareness, expressivity, physicalness, gift giving, joint action, and memories. (Hassenzahl et al., 2012) In the case of hand shadow
play, primarily with family or friends in terms of intimacy,
it is evident that expressivity, gift giving, joint action and
memories have potential to be part of this interaction and
activity. Astronauts can express themselves, gift a special
play for their loved ones, create moments of togetherness
and that can be remembered and shared later in life. Physicalness can be considered to become an inherent part of
hand shadow play to the extent that a fabricated sensation of touch is constructed. Applying forces, vibrations,
or motions to the astronaut’s hands and fingers links back
to the idea of tactile shadows.

Figure AU: Children and adults participating in the Puppet Parade.
[Credit: Design I/O]
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Senses for long-distance relationships such as touch,
body temperature and heartbeat are not as common
as instant text messaging, video conferencing or phone
calls. Although, designs do exist where this challenge is
addressed; an example is Pillow Talk which picks up your
heartbeat and sends it, in real time, to your loved ones
(Little Riot, 2017). A wrist band measures your heartbeat and sends the data to the other’s pillow speaker
and vice-versa. Another promising design is the Teslasuit
which is based on virtual reality (VR); it can be used to
transmit tactile sensation of distance (Teslasuit, 2017). An
example of its capabilities is shown in a video where the
creators of the Teslasuit demonstrate long distance hugging among other functionalities (Seeker, 2016). The idea
to enable relatedness by other ways than explicit, verbal
communication or social media may be popular among
researchers, still not within the industry. Product managers might have difficulties to accept such approach as
a realistic product idea since they sometimes do not fit
into the efficiency and functionality-driven traditions of
technology producing companies as described by Hassenzahl and colleagues (Hassenzahl et al., 2012). Despite this
claim, it is fair to assume that technologies enabling more
than just verbal communication or social media are becoming more intertwined with current technologies. One
of them being VR and highspeed internet connection that

Figure AV: Pillow Talk consisting of two devices, a wearbale and a speaker. [Credit: Little Riot]
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allows products with the capability to transmit tactile sensation, temperature, and even simulate gravity to some
extent. Additionally, it is an idea to consider past generations’ methods on how they stayed in contact or showed
their love to each other in close relationships. It seems
like hand shadow play offers a broad variety of connectedness through a traditional approach. Applying modern
technology to establish long-distance communication can
possibly maintain the qualities and give rise to new ones.
As mentioned in previous subchapter; materials that are
associated with Earth such as water, sand, earth and more
can be part of creating an experience that promotes tactile sensation. Using sand as a surface for a shadow of a
bunny to walk on or water that a shadow of a reindeer
drinks from allow for more play with the nature of microgravity. This can aid the astronauts in demonstrating how
elements from Earth behave in space.
Introducing tactile shadows is not necessarily only applicable to astronauts communicating with people on Earth;
it can potentially be used by people on Earth located in
different areas of the world for rehabilitation, communication, and play.

Figure AX: Teslasuit that provides tactile feedback and
temperature. [Credit: Teslasuit]

Play and heuristic exploration

Analyzing play itself can be done in many ways and at different layers due its broad meaning or lack thereof (Bekoff et al., 1998). Defining play has been a challenge for
researchers due to its lack of clear purpose. Defining it
functionally faces the problem that it is not obvious that
play serves any function either at the time at which it is
performed or later in life. However, defining it as functionless is equally flawed as play has been suggested to serve
some general function such as improving the motor and
cognitive skills of young animals. Yielding possible payoffs
in circumstances like hunting, foraging, or social abilities
of animals from the time of the play throughout their entire lifespans. If this is the case, the reproductive fitness
consequences of play may typically be so far removed in
the life time of the organisms involved that it would be
very difficult to collect data to support the assertion that
play increases fitness.
Regardless the complexity of play itself, it is worth considering the types of play there is. Henceforth, taking the
above into consideration; Bekoff & Byers deliberately
choose not to consider a functional characterization of
play and instead offer the following definition: “Play is all
motor activity performed postnatally that appears to be
purposeless, in which motor patterns from other contexts
may often be used in modified forms and altered temporal
sequencing. If the activity is directed toward another living being it is called social play.” (Bekoff et al., 1981). The
second part of the definition is to differentiate social from
nonsocial play. Also, motor activity can both be fine and
gross motor skills where fine is related to producing small
and exact movements in contrast to gross which is large
and general movements (MedlinePlus, 2015a) (MedlinePlus, 2015b). In the thesis, the definition Bekoff & Byers
provide is used to some extent as it becomes difficult to
differentiate between exploring and playing. To what extent is an astronaut playing with his body in microgravity
or exploring? Are children playing when they simulate to
be adults or testing their understanding of a family structure or adulthood? At the current stage the best way to
differentiate is whether the action is serious or not. If children smile and laugh during surrogate type of play, it is
very likely that it is playful and fun; still, this can be considered exploring if one decides to define a function to
play, which can be difficult as pointed out earlier. And an
example of astronauts playing in space is during a tour
onboard the ISS where the tour guide (astronaut) Gregory
is floating from one end to the other of the ISS; during one
of the trips Gregory’s fellow astronaut Max grabs his legs
and pulls him back (NASA, 2016a). Gregory’s attempt to
show the ISS is informative and serious yet fun to make
as he attempts to do so in under five minutes. And many
funny things happen during the tour.
Hand shadow play can cover both nonsocial and social
play. Nonsocial in the sense that a person plays with shadows themselves or social by engaging with other people

through either play, storytelling, entertainment, or other
unknown reason using motor skills. Astronauts play as
pointed out by Liapi and Ackermann (Liapi et al., 2016).
Romanian cosmonaut Dumitru-Dorin Prunariu explains in
an interview with Häuplik-Meusburger: “We had a vacuum cleaner with back exhaust air, sold in Eastern European stores under the name ‘Raketa,’ that looked like a
rocket . . . fed by a long cable from the station’s electrical network, and sometimes . . . you just took the vacuum cleaner between the legs, turned it on and then you
flew like a rocket inside the station” (Häuplik-Meusburger, 2011). Liapi and Ackerman also refer to Stuart Brown
who, in his book Play: How it Shapes the Brain, Opens the
imagination, and Invigorates the Soul (Brown et al., 2009),
says in context of play’s importance for adult’s brain development: “make sense of itself through simulation and
testing. . . . For adults, creating such simulations of life
may be play’s most valuable benefit.” Brown distinguishes
eight play types, or personalities, which depends on individuals’ “preferred avenue into the alternative universe
of play”. He identifies the following types: the joker, the
kinesthete, the explorer, the competitor, the director, the
collector, the artist/creator and the storyteller. Another
interesting observation by Brown, which connects well
with adults being playful, is that he notices obituaries of
those who lost their lives on September 11, 2001. An edition of The New York Times had obituary headlines such
as “A Spitball-Shooting Executive,” “A Frank Zappa Fan,”
and “The Lawn King: A Practical Joker with a Heart.” This
indicates that people remember one another mostly by
the play moments or play activities. As described earlier,
social play is a natural thing to occur since humans are a
social creature which likes to share when not manipulated
in any way. Bonding together makes us more trustworthy
towards each other and hence social play can be an approach towards connecting children with astronauts. This
brings back the definition from Bekoff and Byers from earlier, whether play has a purpose, and from the findings
above it does look like play has not only one purpose; instead it has many depending on the context.
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The physical and expressive play; physical play is often
about the body in relation to the environment and expressive play is about the emotions expressed by engaging
through materials. Furthermore, the authors of Children’s
Play mention some of play’s possible functions; physical, emotional, cognitive, social, and moral development
(George et al., 2005). Although out of the scope for this
thesis; games have proven to boost the development of
certain areas in the brain. For example, sports that have
all the mentioned functions built in like association football. Football requires that a player develops certain skills
for a specific task or role in a team. As a defender, the
tasks consist of being physically fit to fend of opponents
with the ball (“physical play”). It requires that the defender does not get provoked by foul play or time pressuring
the team for the win (“emotional play”). It requires that
the defender tactically out maneuvers the opponent to
pass on the ball to the midfielder (“cognitive play”). It
requires that the defender can socially engage with the
team, opponents, and referees (“social play”). Lastly it requires that the defender is truthful to the game and calling out on foul play by either team or referee in some cases (“moral play”). With this perspective, again, it creates a
tendency to believe that play has functions despite earlier
claims. And with respect to hand shadow play, how can
children and astronauts share their physicallness, emotions, thoughts, sociality, and morality between each other? And is it necessary to include these “functions” of play
in the concept of hand shadow play?
Another way of unfolding playful experiences (PLEX) is
by defining them more narrowly as done by Andrés Lucero and his colleagues (Lucero et al., 2013). The PLEX
framework presented brings forward 22 categories that
describe previous theoretical work on pleasurable experiences, game experiences, emotions, elements of play,
and reasons why people play. The 22 categories describe

the possible aspects of a game design or play that can
be altered per evaluation of participants using the PLEX
cards provided (See table AA). Although the 22 categories
present a wide range of emotions, it is mentioned by the
authors that it is by no means limited to those categories
and that it is even possible to combine them. Due to hand
shadow play’s ambiguity, it becomes difficult to assess the
meaning behind the intent of the play due to people’s imagination and relationship towards the receiver. Regardless, all 22 categories can be applicable in such a play as
it is only the imagination that sets the limit. To put it into
perspective, the imagined scenario from previous chapter is used. Tim’s moment with his daughter can with the
PLEX framework be described as: captivation, expression,
fantasy, fellowship, humor, relaxation, sensation, simulation, sympathy, thrill, and nurture. These are some of the
possible emotions that can be described in the context of
this moment of hand shadow play. If the scenario is different so there are three astronauts performing a play with a
group of children on the other end, then it can become a
different experience. Nurture and sympathy will perhaps
not be considered; instead exploration and discovery can
be included because the astronauts are showing a certain
material’s or element’s behavior in space or children asking interesting questions or touching the tactile shadow of
a stone floating. Even competition can maybe be experienced in that two or more performers are competing who
can make the best shadows. These are some examples
than can possibly play out during such sessions; still, it is
merely speculation.
Lastly, Pavani & Galfano present in “The multisensory
body revealed through its cast shadows” that shadow cast
by one’s own body shadow promote binding between
personal and extra-personal space and can orient attention toward the body-part cast the shadow (Pavani et al.,
2015). This occurs despite body shadows being task-irrel-

Figure AY: Soccer provides much in terms of development, both positive and negative. [Credit: Pixabay]
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evant and they conform to several of the features that
characterize automatic processes. They point out a few
studies suggesting that when body shadows are cast and
doing a certain movement such as opening and closing a
hand; it is likely that someone observing it will imitate the
gesture. The reason for that lies within the human mirror neuron system, which is responsible for mirroring an
action and behavior of others. This system is implicated
in neurocognitive functions such as social cognition, language, empathy, and theory of mind (NCBI, 2007). This can
suggest that if children observe astronauts’ shadows of
hand gestures it can evoke motor skill practices. It will be
interesting to investigate this further as it can potentially
tell how hand shadow plays can encourage explorations
within the context of human body as well as nature such
as the movement of shadows in comparison to objects.
Additionally, the data reviewed by Pavani et al. indicate
that body shadows (of others) can have a strong impact
on the visuomotor system, which relates to the coordination of movement and visual perception of the brain.
Furthermore, they show and argue that one’s own body
shadow acts as an extension if something is far away.
An experiment where the participants had to evaluate
the distance of an object from their position confirmed
that, “compared to a baseline condition in which no body
shadow was visible, the participants exhibited an estimation bias to report a shorter distance when the body
shadow was present.“ Can this support the hand shadow
play concept in context of connecting astronauts closer
to children? They further argue in another experiment,
which compares the feeling of one’s own shadow being

“touched” to the other hand with no shadow, that “participants reacted to the visual stimuli near the shadow of
the hand as if the stimuli were affecting the hand itself.”
This is an interesting suggestion that can be further explored in the concept of hand shadow play as tactile shadows can get a stronger presence if combining technology
that provides haptic feedback and the brain’s reaction to
something affecting one’s own shadow is activated. However, Pavani et al. mention the distinction between 2D
and 3D; our brain cannot recognize whether the information provided through a shadow shows the front or the
back of the head. Though, more research is needed; it is
regardless an interesting suggestion that the perception
of the body can change with respect to hand shadow play.
If people become increasingly familiar with body-shadow
relatedness, it can possibly allow for different play within
social play.
Based on the above findings and despite the lack of agreement; play is a present aspect of development and since
social interaction is a key focus area, social play is equally
important as it contributes to the social interaction. Additionally, social play in combination with many of the
other types of play such as physical and expressive play,
can help astronauts engage in hand shadow play without
thinking of it as exercise. Therefore, it will benefit both
astronauts and children to be freed from boundaries of
interactions by providing a heuristic approach where play
is fundamental.

Experience
Description
Experience
Captivation
Forgetting one’s surroundings
Fellowship
Challenge
Testing abilities in a demanding task
Humor
Competition Contest with oneself or an opponent Nurture
Completion Finishing a major task, closure
Relaxation
Control
Dominating, commanding, regulating Sensation
Cruelty
Causing mental or physical pain
Simulation
Discovery
Finding something new or unknown
Submission
Eroticism
A sexually arousing experience
Subversion
Exploration
Investigating
Suffering
Expression
Manifesting oneself creatively
Sympathy
Fantasy
An imagined experience
Thril
Table AA: 22 categories that describe emotional states during play.

Description
Friendship, communality, intimacy
Fun, joy, amusement, jokes, gags
Taking care of oneself or others
Relief from bodily or mental work
Excitement by simulating senses
An imitation of everyday life
Being part of a larger structure
Breaking social rulesand norms
Experience of loss, frustration, anger
Sharing emotional feelings
Excitement derived from risk, danger
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Related work

Reviewing the history of shadow play, many inspirational approaches emerge in terms of interaction design.
However, it has not been possible to find previous work
that addresses similar challenges with hand shadow play,
long distance communication and exercise; instead this
subchapter presents as close as possible related projects
within the context of shadow play and social interaction.
There has been a project within interactive media design
and shadow play where the author presents an interactive installation. The installation provides the participants
with two pools filled with water in which they can swim
in or sit around and use puppets for play while the whole
play is projected live on a screen in between the pools
(Özcan, 2002). This approach enables the participants
to interact with each other through live video feed and
spontaneity. Additionally, the haptic feedback by touching the puppets allows the participants to be in control of
their figures. However, from a hand shadow play point of
view, the disadvantage is that they cannot transform their
puppets at will. Furthermore, it looks like it is difficult to
assess in the pool how far you are from the other participants in the other pool without looking at the screen. This
is not necessarily a disadvantage as that is also present in
hand shadow play for long distance communication; yet,
it can be an advantage to promote physical contact like
co-located performers during a play. Even on long distances; it is fair to presume that today with depth cameras
and commercial available products, like Kinect, could provide data required for systems to differentiate between
hand shadows. This information can in turn make gloves

with vibration provide haptic feedback to the performer’s
hands which tells if there is contact with the other performer’s shadow. This technique can allow both synchronous and asynchronous communication and play. More to
the point; using puppets instead of hands for shadow play
does not promote dexterity hence creates a non-ideal setting for astronauts who need to preserve their dexterity.
Another project that has engaging approaches is called
Ninja Shadow Warrior. (Kaho Abe, 2012) It consists of a
game where images of objects are shown on the screen
and a camera is taking an image of people resembling the
objects on the images. The participants arrange themselves as accurate as possible to resemble the object; the
greater the resemblance the more points for their effort.
This can be considered as a practice in a hand shadow
play context, where the participant can practice different
shadows. Although, what is arguably unique about creating own or similar shadows are the characteristics that are
inherent in each individual hand. Instead of encouraging
accurate resemblance; diversity of small and big hands,
short and long fingers, or hairy or hairless forearms all
play a role in creating unique shadows.

Figure AZ: The Pool Project designed by Mehmet Faik Ök- Figure BA: Ninja Warrior project; four people trying to
cesiz, supervised by Oguzhan Özcan. [Credit: Özcan]
resemble a tree. [Credit: Abe]
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Although shadow play has shown to be beneficial to students by extending their literacy in terms of researching
a topic, develop a script, represent their learning through
shadow-puppet imagery, rehearse, and perform their
shows for an audience. (Peck et al., 2006) The school pupils gained achievements in the areas of fluency, reading
comprehension, reading strategy use, and mastery of social studies content. Still it is interesting to investigate how
good hand shadow play as storytelling can contribute to
astronauts’ connectedness to Earth as well as similar or
greater benefits to children. Astronauts are isolated for a
long time and having a better way of communicating can
potentially enhance quality of life as currently a phone call
is the best thing they have as former astronaut Mark Kelly
said. Examples of projects such as exertion interfaces by
Florian Mueller et al. and by Johanna Höysniemi et al. have
shown that people connect from distances when playing
a game during video conferencing. (Mueller et al., 2003)
(Höysniemi et al., 2004) Mueller’s et al. exertion interface
allows the participants to video conferences while a software places blocks on top of the video conference; the
goal is to destroy the blocks with a ball before the other
participant does it. As discussed earlier regarding the possible benefits of observing shadows and interacting with
one another through shadows; hands-on interactions can
possibly provide more playfulness, learning, and diversity
in terms of topics compared to regular video conferencing. Surely exertion interfaces as mentioned above have
their benefits such as becoming more fit, socializing with
strangers and can possibly be used as inspiration to develop certain aspects of hand shadow play – this still needs
to be developed further than what this thesis will present.

Figure BB: Two participants playing soccer on a distance
with video call. [Credit: Mueller et al.]

Different projects regarding digitalizing shadow play is
heavily based on software programs allowing interactive
play in real-time environment as well as producing realistic animation. (Lam et al., 2008) (Talib et al., 2011) These
approaches lack the ambiguity of hands and fingers as
they focus on shadow puppetry and quality of details. If
considering the work “Shape-changing Robot for Stroke
Rehabilitation” by Narae Lee et al. (Lee, N., 2014) it clearly incorporates the ambiguity of the robot that moves
around for the patients to keep track of with their hands.
Additionally, the authors project ambiguous patterns on
top of the surface where the robot moves and creates
different layers of interaction. Furthermore, some of the
patients develop a certain relationship with the robot as it
looks like a living being. The latter is an interesting aspect
since it can be translated into personal made shadows
that can be a signature figure used by astronauts.
As mentioned earlier, the Puppet Parade project puts
forward a dual interactive setup which allows children to
perform alongside the puppets, blurring the line between
the ‘audience’ and the puppeteers and creating endlessly
playful dialogue between the children in the space and
the children puppeteering the creatures (Design I/O,
2012). This clearly allows playfulness and social interaction between more people to occur without too much
formal introduction.

Figure BC: Digital shadow puppets. [Credit: Talib et al.]
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Lastly, there is an inspiring animation movie directed by
Travis Knight called Kubo and the Two Strings. In this animation, a young boy named Kubo who lives in Japan goes
every day to a nearby village to tell stories to the village’s
locals. The way Kubo tells the story is by magically manipulating origami that moves under music played from Kubo’s
shamisen (Three-stringed Japanese musical instrument).
(Focus Features, 2016) The techniques used to grasp the
audience’s attention is mesmerizing and these magically
moving figures can be translated into the potential hand
shadow play can have if executed properly.

Findings

The above examples show both promising and missing approaches in terms of how hand shadow play can engage in
playfulness, social interaction, co-experience, co-creation,
and exercise. The promising aspects include the ability to
move away from the traditional setting of shadow play
and allow alternatives such as the pools with water. The
ability to allow both ‘audience’ and puppeteers to engage
in co-creative and co-experience through a system that is
not purely based on entertainment like in the Puppet Parade and the movie Kubo. Lastly, the ability to close the
gap between people that play a game on long distances
like the exertion interfaces which promotes bonding and
exercise. What I am missing is long term studies focusing
on the value such systems provide the participants. The
use of shadow play can initially be engaging, yet over time
it can decrease the engagement due to many factors such
as boredom, repetition, or difficulty.

- Using hand shadow play to combine dexterity with edu-

The reviews show a few important challenges that are
addressed in this thesis:

- Astronauts’ health in terms of dexterity (fine motor
skills) and user experience (social interaction) through
play during space missions.

- Space agencies’ educational programs connect well with

exercising astronauts’ fine motor skills to preserve dexterity; in contrary to overloading their current exercise
routine.

cation and social interaction with people on Earth gives
a different perspective on how other challenges can be
tackled.
It seems like the use of hand shadow play to convey
unique experiences on long distances is an exciting path
to explore as it enables many of the above-mentioned aspects that need coverage. Hand shadow play can be authentic in the sense that it has the potential to promote
traditional Earth like atmosphere through modern technological techniques. The same way fire flickering, sound
and imagination brought people together in the past.
More to the point, facilitating these social interactions can
boost astronauts’ sensation of being home or connected
to Earth as it has shown to be desired. And it can become
a gateway for medical professionals to engage in a feasible approach where astronauts’ health in terms of fine
motor skills can be preserved. Lastly, play with respect
to social, physical, expressive, cognitive, and many more
aspects can help astronauts engage children into science
and technology.

Figure BD: 1) Kubo performing his play by using his instrument. 2) A origami chick chasing the hero. 3) The origami
hero repositioning himself. 4) Audience watching with excitement.
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Prototyping
This chapter describes the knowledge and experience gathered through
prototyping and highlights information from desk research and participant involvement that helped shape and direct the prototyping process.
The tests and prototypes are done by the author at his workshop; hence,
it is written from the authors point of view. Furthermore, the tests of the
prototype iterations described in this chapter are spread across different
days.
Prototyping is a common practice to represent different
states of an evolving design, and to explore options. Although, interactive systems are complex, it may be difficult to create prototypes of a whole design in the formative stages of a project. Therefore, it is suggested to
choose the right kind of prototype as it is a challenge, and
communicating its limitations to audiences is equally important. One way of looking at prototypes is like Houde &
Hill (Houde et al., 1997) describe them. Their model states
that “Role” refers to questions about the function that an
artifact serves in a user’s life; “Look and feel” denotes
questions about the concrete sensory experience of using an artifact; and “Implementation” refers to questions
about the techniques and components through which an
artifact performs its function. Another core principle of
this view is the “resolution” and “fidelity” which are defined as the amount of detail and closeness to the eventual design, respectively. This approach can identify key
points of a prototype such as questions that it tries to address.
It is also important to see prototypes as designs that
designers organically and evolutionarily learn, discover, generate, and refine (Lim et al., 2008). They enable
deign-thinking which is deeply embedded and immersed
in design practice; rather than just tools for evaluating or
proving successes or failures of design outcomes.
With the above mentioned, it is also important to acknowledge the personal experience as a designer since
many unnoticed decisions can be rooted in the personal experience of a designer as pointed out by Zhang and
Wakkary (Zhang et al., 2014). A designer states in an interview with the authors: “My grandfather was a thinker, he
was a very innovative person. … He used lots of different
pieces of random things to accomplish whatever goal he
had. … So my strongest design process step is prototyping
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because I inherited from my grandfather this way of seeing everything.” Another designer says: “A kind of personal life experience that I have come to notice is when you
are making decisions, …you never have a proper resource
or time to analyze things over and over again. Therefore,
sometimes it’s really about making pragmatic decisions.”
Considering that it is difficult to test prototypes with astronauts in the scope of the thesis; prototyping can allow
me to test certain aspects that I can relate to some extent
by reading about and watching astronauts’ experiences.
Furthermore, prototyping is used as a technique in the
process both as; an evaluator to people’s experience and
questions regarding astronauts’ possibly experiences;
and explorer of ideas and interactions. Although personal experience and no matter how good the prototype is
at promoting empathy, (e.g. as in the user’s experience) I
cannot be the user. This is where other research methods
help to understand the user’s point of view. As described
by Buchenau and Suri (Buchenau et al., 2000); “… we inevitably make choices about what elements of the ultimate
experience to represent and what to omit. This means recognizing that a single prototype is never enough. Multiple prototypes, user testing and participatory design all
bring important perspectives to complete the picture.” My
prototyping can only help me understand astronauts’ experience to a limited point; nevertheless, desk research
combined field work (within the context of a gym) can
help clarify other things such as social interaction, exercise, and playfulness.
With the above in mind; the first ideas focus on astronauts’ overall health and their current exercise routine,
hence the initial prototypes reflect these considerations.

First prototype iteration - Puppet
Master

The Shape-Changing Moon Simulator as seen in figure
BE is the first idea to be explored with the material styrofoam. The idea consists of two cubes that can attract
and repel each other to create a force that applies on the
arms of an astronaut. Furthermore, the cubes are used
to mold a bigger object in the center of a circular surface
and thus enables recreation and interaction. Lastly, the
circular surface beneath the big object provides simulated Moon surface for astronauts to practice their mobility for extravehicular activities (EVAs). The intention is to
give a Moon-like environment for astronauts to practice
on without exposing themselves to the harsh environment without any warm-up. The Shape-Changing Moon
Simulator’s intention is to cover the muscles’ and bones’
need to be under a stress level that is like Earth’s gravity.
The idea is inspired by shape-changing interfaces like the
work by Narae Lee et al. where stroke patients follow a
shape-changing robot (Lee et al., 2014). As seen in figure
BF and BG; the styrofoam mock-ups of cubes represent
two different styles of grips that can be molded depending on if the astronaut pushes or pulls the cubes.

Moving the cubes around in relation to my own body
clarifies new perspectives with respect to working out
on the Moon with the Shape-Changing Moon Simulator.
Pushing against a wall with the cubes while distancing
my feet further from the wall and lowering the height of
the point I am pushing at engages my legs more. While
compressing the two cubes against each other contracts
my chest and imagining that pulling the cubes apart will
contract my shoulders due to the magnetic force. Surely,
imagining that I am on Lunar habitat and pushing against
a big object in front of me while the surface below my
feet challenge my balance does not tell me much. Yet, it
does make me think about; the lack of consistent force
applied throughout the motions; the lack of gravitational pull on the whole body, which brings back the skinsuit
idea by D.A. Green et al. from earlier; and the complexity
of the whole system to maintain physiological needs. This
bit does not cover the social interaction yet, which makes
me question the focus and whether a concept that covers those important aspects can be managed within the
scope of the thesis.

Figure BE: Shape-Changing Moon Simulator

Figure BF: Shape-Changing Moon Simulator cube when
being pushed.

Figure BG: Shape-Changing Moon Simulator cube when
being pulled.
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Moving the cubes around in relation to my own body
clarifies new perspectives with respect to working out
on the Moon with the Shape-Changing Moon Simulator.
Pushing against a wall with the cubes while distancing
my feet further from the wall and lowering the height of
the point I am pushing at engages my legs more. While
compressing the two cubes against each other contracts
my chest and imagining that pulling the cubes apart will
contract my shoulders due to the magnetic force. Surely,
imagining that I am on Lunar habitat and pushing against
a big object in front of me while the surface below my
feet challenge my balance does not tell me much. Yet, it
does make me think about; the lack of consistent force
applied throughout the motions; the lack of gravitational pull on the whole body, which brings back the skinsuit
idea by D.A. Green et al. from earlier; and the complexity
of the whole system to maintain physiological needs. This
bit does not cover the social interaction yet, which makes

Figure BH: Shape-Changing Cube ‘concaved’

me question the focus and whether a concept that covers those important aspects can be managed within the
scope of the thesis.
The low-fidelity prototypes and drawing seen in figure
BH, BI, and BJ represent the Shape-changing Cube. The
shape-changing Cube is intended facilitate long distance
play where astronaut and a family member can challenge
each other in pressing and deforming the cube. Another
possibility is to use it as a game where each player must
press on a convex appearing surface like in the game
whac-a-mole.
Performing finger movements on the Shape-changing
Cube while imagining that the cube deforms; I feel that
there is a lack of free movement in relation to the space
around me. I become fixated around this object which
limits my perspective on how else I can use my hands.

Figure BI: Shape-Changing Cube ‘convexed’.

Figure BJ: Drawing of how the the Shape-Changing Cube. Figure BK: Whac-a-mole.
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A third prototype, Puppet Master, is made as seen in
Figure BL. It is an attempt to address the fine motor skill
stamina, which targets the small fine muscles that are not
exercised during regular workout sessions (this is supported by observations made in a gym, which will be described in the next chapter). It is made of a cardboard box
that has five small holes which are used to put five rubber
bands through. The cut-out finger gloves are taped with
duct tape and makes it simpler for me to keep my fingers
in place. By placing the rubber bands across the fingernails, which is furthest away from the joints connected to
the hand, makes it great spot to apply more force when
stretching the rubber bands.
The moment I place the fingers into the sockets, it creates
a setting as if I am controlling something somewhere – the
look and feel triggers theater like theme as if puppets are
controlled in a show. This experience prompts curiosity
to further develop and explore the options with rubber
bands; this is the first time that ideas of some play is considered. Moving the fingers for a bit and imagining I am
typing and controlling puppets becomes increasingly difficult to sustain. My forearm starts to “burn” which is a sign
that they are being stressed more than they are used to.
Yet, I want to know what types of activities I can do while
stressing my fingers more than they are used to.
An important turning point is made with the support of
desk research and prototyping; the focus shifts towards

the difficulties astronauts have post-flight with fine motor
skills as that is a narrow subject of matter and reasonably manageable. Therefore, the question the prototypes
can inform instead is: how can astronauts preserve dexterity in space? As mentioned in previous chapters, compensating for the absence of gravity, as onboard the ISS,
by working out with current equipment available to the
astronauts (ARED, treadmill and cycle) requires two important things:
- Maintain a certain force throughout the whole movement
- During strength training the bodyweight is put on a certain point on the body due to the complexity of applying
it throughout the whole body.
This means that a rubber band cannot be used as it increases resistivity by stretching and is therefore not linear.
It still highlights important aspects of an astronaut’s experience while in space as they probably must experience a
relative load to their own hands applied on their fingertips. This is the reason why I continue using rubber bands
to experience activities differently and get response from
people at a gym (this will also be further explained in the
next chapter). Despite this, more research needs to be
done with respect to applying loads on fingers, as it can
from a technical and medical point of view become complex and out of the scope of this thesis.

Figure BL: Me trying out the Puppet Master.
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Second prototype iteration - Rubber
bands

The previous prototype, Puppet Master, suggests more
tests that can help evaluate the experience of using it and
explore options in terms of activities that can be utilized
to enable dexterity maintenance. Although the Puppet
Master is relatively compact, I decide to follow a more
natural direction in terms of look and feel; a wearable that
allows both free gross and fine motor control to not limit
the activities to a box. Figure BO and BP show two wearable prototypes that put additional stress on the fingers
to facilitate strength exercise. The difference between
the two prototypes is that Paper Puppet Master has the
rubber bands attached with tape whereas Elastic Puppet
Master has the rubber bands uses knots fixed to the main
rubber band around the wrist. To keep the rubber bands
in place at the fingertips, the former uses tape and the
latter smaller rubber bands. Paper Puppet Master holds
the rubber bands in place whereas in the other one the
resistive force of the four rubber bands are pulling the
main one.
The intention is to observe and write down the experience of using a wearable that stresses the fingers so I can

get an idea of what it means to experience a load during
an activity similarly to astronauts using ARED onboard the
ISS. For this I have chosen to use a keyboard from a laptop
to type sentences; a sentence written beforehand is used
as the guideline to type while wearing the prototype.
Typing the first time with the Paper Puppet Master feels
strange since the rubber bands force the fingers to either
contract or hyperextend to preserve energy. This is an interesting observation as each finger reacts individually to
the stress rather than collectively, the fingers not in use
tend to automatically move into a contracted or hyperextended position. After attempting to type the sentence
three times with no mistakes, I decide to take a break as
my hands start to get fatigued. The non-dominant hand
has the most difficulties adapting to the rubber bands influence and can be observed; as I remove the prototype
my left hand starts to shake a bit. This suggests that more
practice is needed and that it possibly can be linked to
studies of periodization strength training as discussed earlier. If I continue to slowly build up my dexterity through
typing, I will likely adapt my fine motor skills to sustain a
longer duration of typing.

Figure BM: Close-up of typing test.

Figure BN: I am trying to write a sentece using the Paper Puppet Master.
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Figure BO: Prototype: Elastic Puppet Master.

Figure BP: Prototype: Paper Puppet Master.
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Third prototype iteration - Puppet
Master Glove

The third prototype, Puppet Master Glove, is a mixture
of the previous two. With Elastic Puppet Master, it is easier to swap out the rubber bands if they brake and Tape
Puppet Master has a comfortable feeling to the fingertips
using tape; the smaller rubber bands restrict the blood
flow to the finger tips. Puppet Master Glove has additionally rubber bands between the fingers to add more load in
different directions. This helps adding to the experience
of feeling the weight of the fingers on more points and
simulates the absence of gravity when rotating the hands
and spreading out the fingers as seen in figure BQ.
With Puppet Master Glove, I continue to; try out other
simple activities to observe if I feel less fatigued after continues use of the wearable; explore what types of activities require finger engagement; and what activities are
engaging to the extent to which my attention moves away
from the rubber bands.
The activities I perform are; cutting paper with a scissor
(figure BR); making a drawing of a landscape (figure BS);
pressing spread out numbers where each finger corresponds to a number (figure BT); throwing a ball in the air
and catching it (figure BV); compare the use of the wearable in water with air (figure BW); and performing a hand
dance called liquid which is about crating smooth wave
motions (figure BU).
My experience of using a scissor while wearing the wearable is less difficult than expected; the rubber bands being
an obstacle to get a proper grip is the only uncomfortable
situation. While cutting the paper after some time, it becomes a bit annoying due to the blood flow restriction,
yet I do not feel any fatigue.
The first impression of drawing is that the fingers are resting on the pen. Not much engagement in terms of moving the fingers enough for them to become stressed by
the wearable. Drawing does not bring much information
besides that it likely cannot be used in the context of preserving dexterity; unless it is finger painting perhaps.
Pressing numbers on paper while using the wearable
makes it no more engaging than writing a sentence on a
laptop. It is not that playful nor interesting to press on
randomly spread out numbers while keeping track of the
next fingers to press with. The slower I am in finding the
sequential number the more my fingers get tired of keeping them in an extended position.
Throwing the tennis ball in the air and catching it is a bit
confusing at some points with Puppet Master Glove. However, it makes a bit fun too since the interaction between
the ball and the stretched rubber bands form a bouncing
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effect. Compared to normal circumstances where I expect
to catch the ball; here I still have the expectations in my
mind; yet, I get the surprise when I do not catch it and
it bounces to the side. This makes it a bit fun due to the
element of surprise.
Using the wearable in water is not that different compared
to moving the hands in the air. The water does provide a
different experience due to the small amount of pressure
applied on my hand. Perhaps a denser liquid can make
the experience more playful and interesting; although it
might not be because of the wearable.
Lastly, performing a simple liquid dance movement such
as a smooth wave motion is difficult; considering that I
have no prior knowledge in doing so. While attempting to
execute a wave motion I encounter an increasingly difficulty to perform the motion as the wearable slowly fatigues
my forearms. Still the practice is engaging me to continue;
similarly, to meditating as it requires me to focus on the
body-mind connection. The difference between using and
not using the wearable while doing the hand wave is the
focus on finger strength.
To summarize the above experiences, it becomes clear
that testing and identifying challenges with rubber bands
show limited results; especially with respect to adapting
astronauts’ dexterity to Earth’s environment during their
future space missions. Designing a glove for astronauts to
wear during a mission in space, and expect results that
remove the difficulties astronauts have when retuning to
Earth, as discussed in earlier chapter, demands longer and
elaborated tests. However, this is another realization next
to the desk research findings that there are two aspects to
this challenge; a medical and a user experience. Despite
this, hands and fingers adapt relatively fast to new conditions since wearing the Puppet Master Glove compared
to previous uses of second Paper Puppet Master does not
result in hands shaking afterward. Another turning point,
which reflects the use of prototyping, is the inspiration of
performing hand wave motions and playing with the tennis ball. It makes me associate with hand shadow play as
previous prototype, Puppet Master, suggested a theater
theme. The idea of astronauts performing in a playful way
their experiences to children, which is supported by the
desk research findings from earlier, can provide a strong
link between those two aspects. For this thesis, it is an important turning point as it pushes for a social interaction
direction with emphasis on the mental fitness and how
the use of future dexterity gloves can be used during hand
shadow play.
The above activities done by me are further explored with
participants to get a broader view on the possible activities and will be discussed further in the next chapter.

Figure BQ: Prototype: Puppet Master Glove.

Figure BR: Scissor test.

Figure BS: Drawing test.

Figure BT: Pressing on numbers.

Figure BU: Liquid dance test.

Figure BV: Throwing and catching a tennis ball.

Figure BW: Using the Puppet Master Glove in water.
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Fourth prototype iteration - Shadow
Stage

As previous prototype suggests, exploring solutions that
benefit astronauts in-flight and post-flight are complex to
solve to the extent to which astronauts do not experience
decrements in accuracy and reaction time after gravitational transitions. For one; not enough studies have been
conducted to determine whether it is pure muscle and
bone maintenance and/or if blood circulation has something do with it. Secondly, this type of study cannot be
done by myself; instead, talks with my supervisor, Robb
Mitchell; fellow student, Ferran Altarriba; and a Space,
Ecologies, Art and Design community inspire me. I get
inspired to consider the role of hands in various performances such as dancing and shadow play. From the desk
research, I find connections between hand shadow play,
space agencies’ strong involvement in education, and children’s capacity to learn through shadow play.
At this point I decide to prototype a small stage I can use
to explore hand shadow play and how it influences the
use of the previous prototype, Puppet Master Glove, and
other types of gloves. The prototype can help clarify if
hand shadow play is playful and if continues use of Puppet Master Glove in this context can improve my stamina, strength, and fine motor skills compared to the first
time where my hands shook after a typing test with the
Paper Puppet Master. Additionally, I added two elements;
sound of birds chirping and water where an animal can
drink from. The two elements have the purpose to create
a more realistic atmosphere for me to embody the shadow I depict. Figure XX shows the setup of the prototype
Shadow Stage; a bulb, aluminum foil, a wooden plate, and
two thin sticks taped to the plate and on paper to cast the
shadows on. For water and sound; a transparent plastic
container and a speaker playing sounds of birds is used.
I perform hand shadow play with five different gloves and
one without any gloves as seen in table AB.

Type of Glove
Thick Gardening Gloves
(Figure BX)
Dotted Cotton and StringKnit Gloves (Figure BY)
String-Knit Gloves
(Figure BZ)
Disposable Plastic Gloves
(Figure CA)
Puppet Master Gloves
(Figure BQ)
No Gloves

Making shadows with the thick gardening gloves shows
three important things; firstly, I am not in control of all
the detailed shapes of the shadow due the gloves being
slightly oversized. Secondly, the sharp edges of the gloves’
tips make certain shadows look more real such as a bird’s
beak. Thirdly, not being able to feel the skin of your other hand is diminishing the connection between the two
hands in coordinating transitions of an animal’s state. The
sound of chirping birds makes the atmosphere soothing
in which I automatically associate a forest where the bird
I depict tries to answer the other birds.
The dotted cotton and string-knit gloves are used to test
how it possibly can feel like having small electronics attached to the palm side of the gloves and if they interfere
in some way. The dots do poke a bit when making a fist for
some shadows; however, they are thin and make it easy
for me to feel my other hand to determine the position
more precisely as less material is in-between. The sound
of chirping birds is soothing and makes it easy for me to
relate to the shadow as if I am the animal depicted.
The string-knit gloves is providing easy coordination between the two hands due to less material in-between.
The soft material makes it comfortable and does not feel
as if the shadows are being influenced by the gloves. The
sound of chirping birds adds to the atmosphere which is
great.
The disposable plastic gloves are great in terms of minimum material which provides a lot of contact sensation;
however, the sealed off material and tightly fit gloves provide no space for the skin to breath. My hands become
sweaty relatively fast and it becomes difficult to take of
the gloves afterwards as they tend to stick on the fingers.
The use of water adds an extra aspect to the play which
makes it more playful, as if the shadow is truly drinking
water. The added sound of birds chirping makes it feel as
if the context in taking place in the forest and I become

Water
No

Sound
Yes

None
No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Table AB: List of gloves and bear hand tests during hand shadow play.
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immersed and act out as if a deer hears a sudden sound
which I react to.
The prototype, Puppet Master Glove, makes the play a bit
challenging in terms of fingers being pulled towards the
wrist; however, not to the extent to which my hands get
fatigued. I tried to focus on the movements that required
my fingers to stretch out and hyperextend such as a flying bird. I notice that during such movements the rubber
bands give a forced pattern that I automatically adapt to.
The rubber bands are naturally difficult to stretch and so
I hyperextend my fingers slowly compared to when I flex
where the rubber bands increase the pace. The water
and sound combined perform great in the sense that it
adds value to the scenes; although, during the moments
of focusing on the rubber bands effect on the fingers the
sound fades out and I do not pay attention to it.
Using no gloves feels like there are no limits other than
the hands and fingers and the imagination. It is relative-

ly easy to be seduced by the water and chirping birds to
follow that theme like a forest or so; maybe it can be useful in terms of initiating ideas and creativity. It is easy to
switch between different states of an animal or animals
as I am in control of nearly every factor that determines
the shadow.
Shadow Stage shows that it is relatively easy to jump into
a role of an animal with the environment supporting it; at
the same time, it can be seducing the performer into staying within the boundaries of the environment. An unexpected finding is that different types of gloves can potentially be used to give different looks to the shadows; this
can mean that thickness of gloves does not necessarily
become a disadvantage as described using the gardening
gloves. Yet, using thin or no gloves enables me through
the fingers to feel where they are without looking at
them; hence focus on the shadows instead. Additionally,
subtle movements are easier to notice whereas oversized
gloves make it difficult.

Figure BX: Using the Puppet Master Glove in water.

Figure BY: Using the Puppet Master Glove in water.

Figure BZ: Using the Puppet Master Glove in water.

Figure CA: Using the Puppet Master Glove in water.
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Findings

Prototyping has proven to be fruitful in the sense that it
created opportunities for me to experiment with materials and how constructing a setting with tangible objects
redefine the perspective on the ideas I have thought of. It
further elaborates on the directions in which the project
can take as it allows me to think in pragmatic terms so I
do not overload myself with speculations. This gives me
room to reflect on the directions which I can further explore through desk research to fine more information and
even bring the ideas to a field where I can get input from
people outside the realms of interaction design.
The Puppet Master Glove gave reasonable suggestions
that dexterity is a topic that needs to be dealt with appropriately to be able to determine the prototype’s value
from a medical perspective. Still, using a mock of a future
technology that can enable astronauts to preserve their
dexterity enables me to rethink the conditions I intend to
put astronauts in. One can speculate if gloves that inflate
can give playful characteristics to the performance and

in turn create diverse characters beyond the limits of the
hands. Integrating electronics in gloves or similar wearables such as e-skin becomes increasingly more sophisticated; however, at what point does the sophistication
of solutions stop when considering the consequences of
astronauts’ challenges? Also, if for a moment this technology is not considered in the context of astronauts in
space; can my findings suggest an advancement in hand
shadow play? If yes, to what extent can this become beneficial in terms of engaging children in a more bodily exploration where the perception of shadows can change?
Or even the communication between adults and children
where co-experience and co-created moments are meant
to develop the relationship between parent and child. Can
hand shadow play be expanded beyond entertainment
and be used to learn about social interaction in a playful
way?
Many questions arise from prototyping tangible objects
as those questions help redefine my vision.

Figure CB: Me doing hand shdaow play in my garage and testing bearhanded the feeling of water.
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Participation
This chapter presents how involving participants that are not the target
group can contribute to the paths taken during the prototyping and desk
research process. Furthermore, it shows how involving participants into
an unfamiliar area can become challenging while the process of defining
the research question is still ongoing.
The intended target groups are astronauts and school
pupils as mentioned earlier. These two groups have not
been directly involved in the thesis; still, research within
the context of astronauts in space, what role astronauts
play in the educational program, and the importance of
social interaction and play to astronauts and children is
part of many turning points in forming the research question. Hand shadow play is a result of this alternating process between desk research, prototyping, and involving
participants.
Despite the relative in-depth analysis of the many studies
reviewed and the prototyping process; involving participants is worthwhile and adapting to possibly new insights
that can bring new perspective to the design process can
potentially advance the prototyping process and/or the
desk research. Alternatives to the target group can be
offshore workers, researchers in Antarctica, veterans, or
people rehabilitating from accidents; these people can
be interested in social interaction, dexterity and play due
to their circumstances. Whether similar needs between
astronauts and for instance researchers in Antarctica are
a fact or not, using the offshore researchers’ insights in
place of astronauts can possibly lead to lose of values that
are unique to astronauts’ experience in space.
Since the thesis revolves around physical fitness and social interaction; instead a small local gym with about fifty
members is invited to participate in the thesis. It is as well
decided to sign up for a membership at the gym and to
exercise a few times a week as it helps bonding with the
people and to increase the chances of new insights that
are not easily acquired. Furthermore, it becomes easier to
adjust to the environment and apply approaches that feel
appropriate in the setting. It is the intention, through social interaction and activities such as testing prototypes,
that the gym members can share their thoughts on the
project of astronauts exercising in space. Since the participants are a broader audience in the sense that they
are not experts in a specific field, rather experts in their
body and how the environment influences their exercise
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routine and social interaction in the gym.
Creating an atmosphere for participants to engage in the
project is an informative and openminded approach that
broadens the view of the project. In the 1980s, designed
systems failed because people could not effectively use
their new computers as they did not do what the users
wanted or even needed them to do (Koskinen et al., 2011).
One of the implied things here is that theory is meant to
guide design rather than rely on a universalistic belief that
all people are the same. Koskinen et al. discuss three approaches; laboratory which focuses on one “thing” at a
time such as the relationship between two aspects when
creating meaningful design; field which focuses on design
ethnography; and showroom which focuses on critiquing
current ideas on a feasible level. For this thesis, the approach becomes somewhere in between those three aspects as my intention is to provide a vision and research
agenda that corresponds with astronauts’ experience in
space based on available information online, how the participants at the gym socially interact with each other during their exercise sessions, and how prototyping can test
few aspects in an informal setting such as the gym where
the focus is on exercise, social interaction and playfulness.

BC-Gym

BC-Gym is in a town called Aabenraa, Southern Denmark, with the owner Christopher Brown managing it
since 2016. I associate the compact space of BC-Gym is
what a future habitat on the Moon can look like or future
space stations traveling through space; in a sense that not
much space is available. Figure CF, CJ and CM show a few
samples of possible Lunar habitats and space stations; although it is not set whether the habitat will be compact
or big, the fact that such endeavors are costly and risky is
the reason for the presumption that Lunar habitats will
likely be compact in the beginning – the ISS is an example
(ESA, 2013).

Figure CD: Lunar habitat project. [Credit: Foster+Partner] Figure CE: Lunar habitat project. [Credit: Foster+Partner]

Figure CF: Lunar habitat project. [Credit: Foster+Partner]

Figure CG: Lunar habitat project. [Credit: Foster+Partner]

Figure CH: Lunar habitat project. [Credit: Foster+Partner] Figure CI: Lunar habitat project. [Credit: Roy G. Scarfo]

Figure CJ: Lunar habitat project. [Credit: Roy G. Scarfo]

Figure CK: Lunar habitat project. [Credit: Roy G. Scarfo]

Figure CL: Project MOTH: Space Station to Mars.
[Credit: Larissa Vivian et al.]

Figure CM: Project MOTH: Space Station to Mars.
[Credit: Larissa Vivian et al.]

Figure CN: Project MOTH: Space Station to Mars.
[Credit: Larissa Vivian et al.]

Figure CO: Project MOTH: Space Station to Mars.
[Credit: Larissa Vivian et al.]
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Figure CP, CQ, CR and CS capture the overall space available for working out at the BC-Gym and covers the basic
needs with the equipment available. The setting of the
gym makes it a great place to convey the confined space
astronauts are exposed to, although ISS is just narrow.
During the time, I have spent in BC-Gym, a few observations are noted that relate to the general atmosphere. The
social atmosphere in the gym changes the circumstances
slightly in terms of the compact space; when there are
few people, the space is not a problem; when there are
about ten people it becomes more social and people tend
to talk to each other more frequently (mostly those that
know each other from either personal life or the gym);
however, if more than ten people are present it becomes
difficult to work out, some people might not like it, yet,
some use this opportunity to socialize more. Another
aspect of BC-Gym is their ability to create a cozy corner
where members can play dart, sit in a massage sofa, eat
their meal, socially interact, watch some videos on the
television together, and more. It is difficult to project this
atmosphere into astronauts’ life onboard the ISS as the
circumstances are radically different as described by Vol-

ante et al. in Sleep, Workload and Boredom: Subject Matter Expert Insights (Volante, 2016). And how future architecture of Moon habitats or space stations will determine
aspects such as life quality and social interaction is even
more difficult to foresee. Despite this, I think that talking
to and observing the gym members with respect to how
compact space with relation to the relationship between
the gym members effect the experience – including my
own experience as a new member. This maybe helps understand astronauts’ quality of life to some extent regarding their relationship with each other in compact space.
Surely astronauts stay for many days straight, whereas
gym members spend about a couple of hours together at
most. This is an important factor; I noticed that as a new
member the thesis is a great conversation initiator due to
the public announcement at the gym. However, as people
get to know the project, it becomes evident that personal
activities outside the gym become the new initiator more
frequently. If this is similar to some extent for astronauts,
then more versatile interaction with the outside world is
maybe needed; considering that current state is a phone
call a week with family and occasionally calls from institutions such as schools.

Figure CP: BC-Gym.

Figure CQ: BC-Gym.

Figure CR: BC-Gym.

Figure CS: BC-Gym.
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Introducing the project

At this point in time, the goal is to get as many gym members familiar with the project to increase the likelihood
that they approach the project by talking or sharing ideas
with me. The first attempt to announce the project at the
gym is with three posters, one being informative and the
other two asking the gym members to share their goals,
exercise preferences, motivation, and how they imagine
working out on the Moon. It is also hoped to get some
abstract ideas that can help inspire the desk research and
prototyping process. Figure CT, CU, and CV are the posters
that were placed in the gym, for more than a week, for the
members to read and share their activities and thoughts
on.
Figure CW is the translated version of the two posters with
questions showing the comments written by various gym
members. It is great to notice that the community is informal and accepts play. As one of the members wrote “training to get ***** [get laid]”; someone else wrote “good
luck with that” next to the first comment – someone is
perhaps teasing the other one. It is also mentioned by the

members several times that mental fitness is supposed to
improve as exercising and social interaction helps stimulate these factors. The types of exercises mentioned are in
majority compound movements such as squat, deadlift,
pull-up, bench press, and overhead squat. Lastly, nobody
commented on the question “What would make you do
the exercise(s) if you were an astronaut in closed space
on the Moon?”. It is not clear why this is the case; maybe
the question is unclear or people perhaps did not read
the informative poster and went straight to answer the
questions – this hints at the next initiative; talk to members about the project directly to make them aware of the
project’s intention.
Although the initial outcome does not provide much insight during the initial stage of the thesis; it has become
a confirmation about the lack of exercises regarding fine
motor skills. Exploring with gym members how they feel
about exercising their fine motor skills can possibly support the impact hand shadow play can have on astronauts
preserving their dexterity.

Figure CT: Informative poster for BC-Gym members.

Figure CU: Poster asking what favorite exercises and what
would make you do them on the Moon.

Figure CV: Poster asking why you train and what iskeepingyou training.

Figure CW: The results of the four question. (No answer for
the exercise on the Moon question)
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Observing hand and feet
movements

The second activity is observing and video recording the
gym members’ exercises during their regular sessions.
The reason for this activity is because early desk research
leads to a focus on shape-changing interfaces, which
sparks thoughts and ideas of shape-changing equipment.
The intention of shape-changing equipment is to promote
diverse interactions and allow adaptation to certain types
of sports such as rowing and climbing. Since hands and
feet are the major components in adjusting the body
physically with respect to the environment, the goal is
to observe how gym members adapt to the use of free
weights and machines at BC-Gym.
Exercises depicted in figures CZ, DA, and DB including
other noticed exercises require a firm hand grip; this information leads to many curios questions regarding the
limited view on the body’s capability. Surely, the natural
function of the hand to close (grab) and open (release) is
how majority of machines are adjusted to. Like many of
the body’s limbs the hand and fingers have three states;
one is flexion, other is extension; and third is hyperextension as seen in figure CX. The gym members do work on
their forearms (figure CZ) and utilize their wrist joint to

Figure CX: Body parts showing flexion, extension, and
hyperextension [Credit: ]

Figure CZ: Position of hands during a deadlift.
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perform various states such as hyperextension (figure DB)
and extension (figure DA). Although the focus is not on
how the members work out their forearms, hands, and
fingers, it is nevertheless an interesting observation that
not much emphasis is given to fine motor skills as that
is equally important for physical fitness. Regarding the
feet, it has been difficult to tell whether they have specific
positions during many of the exercises. It is important to
position the feet comfortably during an exercise such as
squat where the feet need to be aligned with the knee to
avoid any injuries. Besides the mentioned, nothing else of
significance is observed nor mentioned by the members
and makes it a less successful activity as hoped.
Based on desk research such as the one year mission
onboard the ISS and first prototypes such as the Puppet Master described in earlier chapters; the lack of fine
motor skill exercises at the gym become clearer. These
observations make the connection to hand shadow play
stronger; the concept of hand shadow play provides many
possibilities in terms of preserving dexterity, increasing
stamina in forearms, and keeping the diversity aspect of
shape-changing shadows. Additionally, it allows astronauts to use their body to its fullest as hand shadow play
does not limit the movements in a way, it is the body that
sets the limits.

Figure CY: Manager of BC-Gym playing dart.

Figure DA: Position of hands during a bench press.

Figure DB: Position of hands during a squat.

Figure DC: Position of hands during a preacher curls.

Figure DD: Position of hands during a upright barbell row.
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Showing and trying the prototypes

Since the prototypes have been developed alternately between the other activities during the process, it is informative to question the decisions made for the prototypes
by introducing the direction to the members of the gym.
Figure DE and DF show the setup and the prototypes to be
tested. Figure DG and DH are the prototypes tested with
various activities such as typing, playing dart, and throwing a ball in the air. These activities are meant to introduce experiences of stressing fingers to promote exercise

as well as trigger ideas about activities that can be done
while wearing the prototype.
Table AC shows basic info about the seven participants
and what they tried out; unfortunately, during that session no female went to the gym and therefore no more
diversity than stated. Although, the prototypes are not
intended to classify anything specific about gender difference; still it can possibly play a role in an unknown aspect.

Figure DE: Dart board at BC-Gym.

Figure DF: Setup at BC-Gym.

Figure DG: Puppet Master.

Figure DH: Puppet Master Glove.

Participant

Gender

Age group

Playing dart

Manager: Chris
Gym member:
Anders
Gym member:
Sebastian
Gym member:
Winston
Gym member:
Robert
Gym member:
Alex
Gym member:
Lucas

Male
Male

40-50 years
15-25 years

No
Yes

Typing on paper Throwing and
catching ball
Yes
No
No
No

Male

25-35 years

Yes

Yes

No

Male

25-35 years

Yes

Yes

No

Male

15-25 years

Yes

Yes

Yes

Male

15-25 years

Yes

Yes

No

Male

15-25 years

Yes

Yes

Yes

Table AC: List of participants during the session and which activites they did. (Note: the names are fictitious)
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Manager, Chris: Chris is introduced to the concept by trying out Puppet Master as seen in figure DI. When asked
whether he can feel the fine muscle movements in his
forearm he confirms; “Yes, I can feel it here” pointing at
his out part of the forearm.
Chris is then instructed to try the Puppet Master Glove
as seen in figure DJ; here he tries the typing test where
searching and pressing on the sequential number with the
appointed finger to the number is the goal. As seen in figure BP; the little and ring finger are extending when not in
use compared to the ones that are in use. After a few minutes of typing Chris asks if he can take off the prototype as
they have slowly fatigued his muscles.

Figure DI: Chris trying out the Puppet Master to get a
sense of it.
Gym member, Anders: Chris asked Anders to try out the
Puppet Master Glove while playing dart to feel the difference and challenge in using such a wearable. Anders’ first
impression is surprise; the first throw results in the dart
hitting wall below the dart board which he usually does
not do. He looks at Chris while smiling and Chris replies
jokingly with “you are not any better without it” and proceeds to laugh. Anders expresses a positive emotion with
the challenging factor of adapting to it, yet playful.

The prototypes triggered a thought in Chris which relates
to electrical muscle stimulation (EMS). He explains that he
has tried such a device and that it is a great supplementary approach to the primary exercise routine a person
does. He further explained that some other gym members tried an EMS device after a workout session and they
reported to him that they could feel its effect the next day
which means the muscles were activated to some extent
at least. He proposes that such a device can be used in
combination with strength training; either in astronauts’
suits or during sleep.

Figure DJ: Chris trying to press numbers while using Puppet Master Glove.
Anders also mentions that his shoulders and biceps try
to compensate the constrained fingers and after several throws playing dart he feels an acidic sensation in the
forearm because of the rubber bands. Chris comments
“I feel like a disabled person BUT I have big biceps!” and
everyone laughs in the gym.

Figure DK: Anders playing dart using Puppet Master Glove.
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Gym member, Sebastian: The first activity Sebastian tries
is the dart game and the first impression observed before
he throws the dart is excitement due to Chris’ hype as
there is a surprise ahead. Sebastian’s first throw results
in the dart landing on the wall below the dart board. This
comes to a surprise indeed as Sebastian laughs a bit; Chris
uses this opportunity to make a joke. Sebastian expresses
a positive mood and says “it is weird and fun at the same
time” because he is not used to thinking about moving his
fingers. He also expresses an acidic sensation in his forearm after a while of playing dart.

Figure DL: Sebastian playing dart.
Gym member, Winston: Winston tries out the dart game
using the Puppet Master Glove first and before he throws
the first dart; he mentions that he usually does not play
dart. He proceeds to throw the first dart and it hits the
wall below the dart board. Winston smiles and I affirm
that he is not the first one this happens to. After a few
throws Winston says that there is a compensation going

Figure DN: Winston holding a dart.
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He is asked whether the Puppet Master Glove is interfering with the game and he responds with “I don’t mind it.”
Sebastian is then instructed to try the typing test to see
whether it triggers any thoughts or experiences regarding
the use of the prototype. He reports that he can feel the
muscles get fatigued and that it is challenging and in figure BR, the little finger is extended when it is not in use.

Figure DM: Sebastian pressing numbers.
on with the biceps and shoulder when releasing the dart.
He says ”it is a weird feeling to think of releasing the dart”.
Winston proceeds to try out typing on the paper with the
numbers and towards the end of typing he mentions that
he can feel the tension and muscle work in the forearm
when typing and looking for the next number.

Figure DO: Winston about to throw the dart.

Gym member, Robert: Robert’s first activity is playing the
dart game and he plays the game on a regular basis when
he is in BC-Gym. Robert’s first throw results in the dart
landing below the dart board and the first reaction is a
smile. He quickly adapts his throws to avoid it landing below the board again; he points out that it is a weird feeling to use more force to open the hand – especially when
playing dart.
He proceeds to typing out the numbers and he manages to do it relatively quickly; still he does mention that

Figure DP: Sebastian playing dart.
Gym member, Alex: Alex rarely plays any dart games; he
still tries it out using the Puppet Master Glove. The first
throw from lands below the board; then he adapts his
next throw to avoid it landing lower than expected. He
mentions that he can feel the biceps and shoulder compensate a bit and that is also observed when he releases
the dart.
Typing becomes increasingly difficult and sometimes Alex
gets stuck during the search for the next number. As seen

Figure DR: Sebastian playing dart.

it requires more strength than the dart game. As seen in
figure DQ Robert’s fingers do stretch out the rubber bands
far and therefore can be expected to feel more stress.
Lastly, he is playing around with the tennis ball and throwing the ball in the air and catching it. “I don’t need to think
about my hand when catching the ball” and he proceeds
to throw it in the air in various motions to show that he
has no problems catching it.

Figure DQ: Sebastian pressing numbers.
in figure DS, Alex’s little finger flexes when not used and
is noticeable also during the search for the next number.
When Alex spends a bit too much time searching for the
number; he sometimes forgets which finger he is supposed to use.
Alex expresses that the activity with the prototype is “funny and weird” in the sense that it is an unusual feeling of
fingers being influenced by a force other than gravity.

Figure DS: Sebastian pressing numbers.
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Gym member, Lucas: Lucas and Alex are friends; so, Alex
asks Lucas to try out this “gangster” project which Lucas
responds with curiosity. Lucas does not feel comfortable
playing dart; instead he tries the typing test first. He says
that this activity is a demanding task as focus shifts from
remembering the finger to type with; to looking for the
next number.

Figure DT: Sebastian playing dart.
From the participants’ experience the above-mentioned
activities each has a distinct influence on the participants.
The dart game has an interesting effect on most of the
participants as it surprises them with the initial throw.
This can indicate that an element of surprise is a great
way of making activities more engaging and playful due to
the element of figuring out how in this context the Puppet Master Glove works. It is interesting to see how Chris
initiates the use of the dart game for the other participants to engage in the test; likewise, how Alex invites his
friend Lucas to try out the prototype. Another thing that
is common is the compensation of the fingers role in dart;
biceps and shoulder are reported to be used during the
dart games to avoid using more force in the fingers. It suggests that the participants become more aware of releasing the dart due to the rubber bands pulling the fingers
inwards. Lastly, it is surprisingly not a problem for most of
the participants to wear the prototype while playing dart;
it seems that it makes it more challenging and playful.
For most participants; the typing test is the most demanding activity of the three due to the time it takes to
go through all the numbers while the fingers are under
stress. All participants who tried this activity are observed
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Lucas then tries to play around with the tennis ball where
it seems like throwing and catching the ball is not always
equally easy. The rubber band sometimes mess up the
catch as the ball bounces off the rubber bands in unexpected directions. He then tries to play with the bounce
effect by letting the ball bounce off the rubber bands multiple times in a row.

Figure DU: Sebastian pressing numbers.
in either hyperextending or flexing their fingers to rest
while the finger is not used. The body’s natural mechanism of hyperextending or flexing the fingers indicates
perhaps that it is a way for the body to cope with a load
over time.
Since only two participants played with the tennis ball it
is difficult to say much about it. None of them report anything negative about wearing it while playing and it is
noticed from Lucas that it can be explored; for example,
using the bounce effect to play.
It is surprising to see how a physical challenging prototype that leaves the participants struggling does not get
rejected immediately; instead, the enthusiasm of overcoming a challenge in a playful way is evident in most of
the participants. It is perhaps to be expected that in an
environment where challenge and competition are one of
the main drivers to push personal limits. Using the Puppet
Master Glove in various activities seems to allow social
interaction to emerge fluently and facilitates playfulness
in an informal environment where participants invite each
other to try.

Findings

Inviting the BC-Gym and its members to this project has
shown to be fruitful in the aspect of showing me that social interaction, playfulness and exercise can go hand in
hand. The setting in which the gym is, as in the compact
space with the equipment, does not suggest too many issues in terms of social interaction and how people behave
towards each other. Instead it promotes bonding people
more frequently as members in nearly all instances during
their workout session are aware of who is in the gym; additionally, the fact that some people tend to joke around
which increases the likelihood of others participating in

the play. Furthermore, the type of exercises performed
at the gym are most of the time targeting aspects of the
body that relates to gross motor skills. This aspect can be
connected to locomotion which is like what astronauts
need to maintain as desk research indicates its importance during space walks. Therefore, combining this finding with the literature about astronauts working out in
space; I argue for the necessity to investigate further how
preserving dexterity from a medical perspective can be incorporated in hand shadow play. This can be considered
for the design of hand shadow play hence it can possibly
contribute to dexterity, social interaction and playfulness.
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Research agenda
In this chapter I present my research agenda that is a reasonable approach in which this project can continue; considering the findings and
vision of the thesis.
The findings presented above are not definitive nor do
they present a solid solution to astronauts in space regarding physical exercise nor preservation of dexterity.
However, what it does show is many themes in the scope
of exercise, which is an important one for space agencies
as my desk research and field work in BC-Gym shows. If
future ground work can verify to what extent hand shadow play can enable astronauts preserve their dexterity, it
can potentially pave the way for more novelty within approaches in human space exploration.
To understand what it means to exercise and how it got
the role of a spare time activity in recent decades; it is
worth engaging with people in the context of gyms, sports,
and play. Because it can influence how exercising fine and
gross motor skills can be implemented in the design of
hand shadow play. It can further improve the perception
of exercising in the sense that it is not seen as a mundane
and stressing task; rather an exciting or a tranquil one.
Hence I propose a research agenda to investigate following themes within exercise and hand shadow play.
(a) Playfulness
Based on my desk research about play and my field
work in BC-Gym; playfulness can support diverse interactions between two or more people. Additionally, the
possibility to play alone with objects or shadows can
also contribute to exploration and learning of the body
in relation to the environment. I suggest to investigate
the playfulness of hand shadow play with respect to
exercise as that can clarify questions regarding its relevance for health benefits both physical and psyche.
This can be done with a few astronauts or researchers on Earth in isolated settings. This can possibly also
clarify whether play can counteract isolation during
long stays in confined rooms.
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(b) Education
Education is a core aspect of both children’s development and space agencies’ agenda; as this is the case,
I suggest to do workshops and field work with children. These can emphasize on how hand shadow play,
exercise, and learning can develop children’s understanding of the world, for example law of nature. It is
equally important to determine the value of including
the other themes in this matter to promote more engagement between child and astronaut compared to
today’s video conferencing. This can be done in collaboration with teachers.
(c) Familiarity
All these themes revolve around astronauts and children in the context of space; however, what is the difference between space and Earth with respect to exercise and hand shadow play? Children can use hand
shadow play with one another to demonstrate their
knowledge of topics and exercise their fine and gross
motor skills. I suggest a research topic in collaboration
with schools where researchers can investigate the
quality of hand shadow play between children in same
schools or neighboring schools. This can potentially
lead to further studies across countries where knowledge and cultures exchange can happen.
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Conclusion
Based on the findings of this thesis a conclusion is presented to present
an onverall picture of what has been achieved and what a research agenda can be part of in future projects.
The thesis brings forth many questions regarding the feasibility, validity, and suchlike of nontraditional concept
like hand shadow play in context of astronauts in space.
However, what it does bring together is core aspects of
what it means to be an astronaut, a child, and foremost a
human being. Throughout the thesis I have demonstrated that a challenging problem today and a diverse design
process can help expand the view on how in this instance
astronauts possibly can experiment with a non-traditional “solution” to promote quality of life during space missions. The importance of social interaction, playfulness
and exercise is strongly supported by the field work, prototyping and literature review conducted which help to
humanize the context in which the person is located.
It is also important to consider whether hand shadow
play can allow many to many communication as proposed
with school pupils and astronauts. Some of the video calls
astronauts have with schools include more than twenty
children which can become quite a challenge to include;
even if it is a similar approach as done in the project ‘Puppet Parade’ where the audience becomes part of the performance. Hence, it is reasonable to estimate that this
concept is more feasible in the context of astronauts and
their children using hand shadows to play. This can become a one to one or one to a couple communication as
described in the imaginary scenario.
There is also reason to consider the options of using hand
shadow play on Earth where children can present to other
children across the globe their stories and play; this can
promote diversity and culture exchange.
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It is difficult to assess whether the concept of hand shadow play has an influence as I have not been able to test
its impact on long distance relationships, the potential of
it becoming more playful with a wearable or many other
tests regarding its intended benefits. Hence, I propose a
research agenda that aims at clarifying a few themes; ‘social interaction’, ‘playfulness’, ‘education’, and ‘familiarity’
to identify whether intended benefits of hand shadow
play in the context of long distance communication can
happen. Additionally, if it can bond people to the extent
to which the distance between the two parties is perceived less and if exercising can become playful and motivating to the point that it becomes joyful. It is the hope
that co-experience between astronauts and children can
merge social interaction, playfulness, and exercise to allow a natural setting for creativity, familiarity and love for
challenges to flourish. Such research can be conducted
on Earth by designing low-fidelity prototypes that can be
used to send hand shadows across vast distances to “feel”
each other and close the gap between people.
This leaves the question, to what extent does this proposal advance human space exploration? Depending on
if this thesis and the concept of hand shadow play can
expand on the view of exercise and its definition with the
aid of the proposed research agenda; one can speculate
that this can contribute to the approach space agencies
currently have when sending humans into the cosmos.
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